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ABSTRACT 
SENSOR INSTALLATION FOR THE LOCAL CALIBRATION OF THE MEPDG IN 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
by 
Matthew L. Steele 
University of New Hampshire, December, 2010 
Efficient and accurate pavement design is critical to control the costs of new 
roadway construction and maintenance. The Mechanistic-Empirical Pavement Design 
Guide (MEPDG) is the most current pavement design procedure used to predict 
pavement damage and distress. It was calibrated using a national data set that includes 
data from instrumented pavement sections. The national calibration can be further 
refined to account for local conditions. 
In this research a weather monitoring station and a set of pavement and base layer 
monitoring sensors were installed and baseline data from these sensors were collected. 
The measured structural response data from calibrated truck passes were compared to 
predicted structural response data calculated by comparable pavement analysis programs. 
It was found that bias and variation exists between the measured and predicted stresses 
and strains, which is expected to create bias and variation in the distress predictions. 
Local calibration has the potential to mitigate these effects. 
xi 
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
The origins of roadway design may have begun in the middle east with one of the 
oldest roads in the world. It is known as The Royal Road and is believed to have been in 
use as early as 4500 B.C. (AASHO 1952). It is speculated that the road may have begun 
as a game path but was adapted as a post road and a trading route in southwest Asia. The 
most noteworthy early road builders, however, are most likely the Romans. One of the 
early Roman roads, the Via Appia, connected Rome to southern portions of Italy. It was 
one of twenty-nine military roads that radiated from Rome and was constructed with 
precision and care. Its construction utilized a full depth section with a total depth ranging 
from three to five feet. Sections of this road can still be found in use today. Early roads 
builders relied on experience for their designs and were primarily limited by available 
labor and materials. 
Pavment design based on experience is still in practice today by many smaller 
road designing agencies and may be combined with a soil strength test. This empirical 
method, with or without a soil strength test, along with four other methods, incorporate 
the major types of flexible pavement design in use today. The other four methods for 
roadway design are limiting shear failure method, limiting deflection method, regression 
method based on empirical data, and the mechanistic-empirical method (Huang 2004). 
These methods will be discussed, primarily, in terms of their relationship to flexible 
pavement design which the focus of this research. 
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The use of the empirical method in the United States dates back to the 
development of the classification of soils. In the late 1920's, a soil classification system 
was established and then later modified in the mid 1940's (Huang 2004). At this time, 
although few specific guides were in place, roadway designers were aware that the 
performance of a pavement was related to the material that pavements were placed upon. 
So, using these soil classifications, the designer was able to correlate pavement 
performance to a particular type of soil. Past research has shown that, in general, 
pavements placed over plastic soils develop more damage than pavements placed over 
granular materials (Yoder and Witczak 1975). This method can also be combined with a 
strength test like the California Bearing Ratio (CBR) test. This method was used by the 
California Highway Department in the late 1920's and the U.S. Corps of Engineers 
during World War II. Due to its simplicity and long history, the CBR test is still a very 
common test. Unfortunately, empirically based designs are very sensitive to the 
conditions under which the empirical data were gathered. If the material, environmental, 
or loading conditions change, then the design may no longer perform as intended. 
The limiting shear failure method seeks to design the pavement thickness based 
on eliminating shear failure of the base material below. This method, however, did not 
take into account the speed and volume of loading. Early research applied Terzaghi's 
bearing capacity equation (Das 2008) to determine pavement thickness without 
consideration to ride comfort (Huang 2004). As testament to the importance of ride 
comfort in design, these limiting shear methods were not even considered by Yoder and 
Witcak in 1975 in Principles of Pavement Design. 
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Limiting deflection methods seek to determine the thickness of the pavement 
layer based on limiting the amount of deflection in the pavement caused by a loading. 
Various agencies attempted to modify Boussinesq's equation or apply Burmister's two 
layer theory and limit the deflection at the subgrade or at the surface (Huang 2004). 
While this method has the apparent advantage of being easily verified using measurement 
in the field, it does not take into account the repetition of loads. It is widely accepted that 
the repetition of load is the major contributor to pavement damage (Wa 2006). The 
magnitude and number of load repetitions are the controlling factors for pavement 
performance and service life. 
Pavement design methods using regression equations based on road tests seek to 
determine the pavement and base thicknesses using statistical evaluation of empirical 
field data. Once the empirical relationships between pavement thickness and material 
properties, traffic and environmental conditions are defined, then the designer varies the 
inputs to determine the thickness of the pavement layer. The American Association of 
State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) method for the design of flexible 
pavements, for example, uses regression equations based largely on the American 
Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO) Road Test. This testing took place in 
the late 1950's and early 1960's in Ottawa, Illinois. One disadvantage to this method is 
that the regression equations can most accurately be applied to those specific site 
conditions where the original empirical data were gathered. As this method is applied to 
a larger variety of materials, loadings, and environmental conditions the design becomes 
less reliable and the equations require modification based on experience or theory (Huang 
2004). 
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Finally, mechanistic-empirical methods seek to design pavement systems using 
the mechanics of materials combined with observed performance data. The mechanistic 
portion of this method consists of calculating stresses and strains throughout the 
pavement section. Through the empirical portion of this method, the stresses and strains 
are then related to pavement distresses over time. Current mechanistic methods, for 
example, seek to limit the amount of horizontal strain at the base of the asphalt layer and 
vertical strain at the subgrade to limit, in turn, the amount of cracking and rutting. Once 
these calculations are made, the results can be compared to field conditions and adjusted 
based on those conditions. The adjusted or calibrated equations for a given region can 
then be used for future designs in that region. 
1.2 Research Background 
Vehicle miles traveled on highways in the United States reached 2.98 trillion 
miles on 3.99 million miles of highway in 2004 (US Department of Transportation 2006). 
According to the Federal Highway Administration, about 97% of those miles are owned 
by state and local governments who are responsible for their maintenance. The New 
Hampshire Department of Transportation (NHDOT) expects to spend nearly $2.3 billion 
over the next ten years on the state's transportation system (NHDOT 2010). New 
pavement construction and rehabilitation of existing pavement is expected to be a large 
part of this cost. The 2008 survey of New Hampshire's numbered roads categorized 
approximately 80% as requiring "some work" or "major work" (NHDOT 2010). 
Efficient design and accurate pavement performance prediction of these projects are 
critically important to their long term success. Efficient initial design produces a lower 
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overall life cycle cost and accurate pavement performance prediction allows for planning 
of future maintenance and rehabilitation of existing pavements (NHDOT 2010). 
Pavement design guidelines in the United States are standardized by AASHTO. 
One of AASHTO's objectives is to help state departments of transportation with 
successful project delivery by providing best practice tools for design (AASHTO 2010). 
Various versions of guidelines for flexible pavement design are one tool that AASHTO 
has provided to flexible roadway designers to help accomplish this objective. 
The first of these guides were largely developed using data from the AASHO 
Road Tests mentioned previously. AASHO first published an Interim Design Guide in 
1961 then published a revised edition in 1972 based on a review of the first version 
(Yoder and Witczak 1975). Since AASHTO 1972, there have been periodic revisions to 
the pavement construction and rehabilitation guidelines with the last revision occurring in 
1993. The AASHO Road Test data, while comprehensive at the time, had some 
limitations. The test was conducted in the midwest and used materials and loadings that 
were appropriate for that time and region (National Academy of.Sciences National 
Research Council 1961). It was also an accelerated test which limited the pavements' 
exposure to cyclic climatic effects. Application of these data, extrapolated across various 
regions and increased load repetitions and magnitudes, can produce inaccurate designs. 
In 1996, AASHTO began the development of the Mechanistic Empirical Pavement 
Design Guide (MEPGD) to rectify these deficiencies and others. There are two 
fundamental differences between the MEPDG and the AASHTO 1993 guidelines. The 
MEPDG predicts multiple pavement performance characteristics and it provides direct 
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ties between materials, pavement structure, construction, climate, and traffic (American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 2008). 
Currently about 80% of state departments of transportation continue to use the 
AASHTO guides from 1993 or earlier (Puppla 2008). The New Hampshire DOT uses 
the AASHTO guidelines from 1972. Research shows that the use of the MEPDG can 
improve the efficiency of road designs when compared to the 1993 AASHTO guide 
(Carvalho and Schwartz 2006), showing it may be a viable improvement to the previous 
guides. 
1.3 MEPDG 
The MEPDG began development in 1996 under the National Cooperative 
Highway Research Program (NCHRP) 1-3 7A, and was sponsored by AASHTO and 
Transportation Officials Joint Task Force on Pavements. The goal of the NCHRP 
program is to provide the pavement designing community with a state-of-the-practice set 
of user friendly procedures and an interface for the design and rehabilitation of rigid and 
flexible pavements using mechanistic-empirical principles. This goal is accomplished 
through the Design Guide software and accompanying documentation (ARA 2004). 
Added benefits of the design guide result from the flexibility of the user inputs, which 
culminate in an efficient pavement design that performs as intended. 
The MEPDG is an iterative pavement design program that predicts the pavement 
performance of a given structure based on user inputs. Based on the comparison of the 
pavement performance to user specified benchmarks, the design is either accepted, or 
changed and the performance recomputed. The inputs used to calculate pavement 
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performance are selected based on the site conditions. These include material properties, 
traffic, and climate and can vary in specificity. There are three hierarchal levels of input, 
Level 1, Level 2, and Level 3, with Level 3 inputs considered as default values and Level 
1 inputs considered as site specific. The mechanistic calculations that the MEPDG makes 
to predict pavement performance are supplemented by national empirical calibration 
factors developed with data from Long Term Pavement Performance sites across the 
country and climactic data from weather stations selected by the user. It also includes 
local calibration factors which are used to farther adjust the performance results to 
account for regional effects. 
1.3.1 MEPDG Inputs 
As mentioned previously, the user inputs required for the MEPDG to predict 
pavement performance can be entered at various levels of specificity. Figure 1.1, shows 
the MEPDG user interface home screen. The bottom left Inputs section shows the variety 
of inputs required to compute the performance of a pavement. 
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Figure 1.1: MEPDG user interface home. 
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Each input is categorized by the level of detail of user's knowledge of that input. Input 
Level 1 is the most specific of the input categories. It is a parameter that is measured 
directly at a specific site or project. This type of input is the most costly to determine and 
the creators of the MEPDG recommend that it is used only for sites or projects that have 
unusual features, materials or traffic conditions (Applied Research Associates 2007). 
Inputs that are designated Level 2 can be estimated from correlations or regression 
equations or can be measured on site for less cost. Level 2 inputs also encompass 
measured values that are considered applicable to a specific region but are not necessarily 
project specific. Level 3 inputs are based on defaults or estimates and are based on 
global or regional default values. The user generally has little knowledge about this type 
of input and it is also the least costly type of input to collect. In general, each input 
allows all three levels of specificity and shows what information required at each level. 
1.3.2 MEPDG Calibration 
Once all the inputs are determined and entered, the MEPDG calculates the 
predicted pavement performance over the specified design life and compares it to user 
specified benchmarks. The output, for asphalt pavements, includes predictions on 
cracking, rutting and International Roughness Index (IRI) or smoothness. The 
predictions are calculated using nationally calibrated, mechanistic-empirical equations 
and are based on the accumulation of damage over time. 
The default calibration of the MEPDG was achieved using a national data set 
obtained from Long Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) sites. This information was 
supplemented with data from various state and Federal agency research projects with the 
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largest data source being the MnROAD experiment. These data are much larger than the 
data set used to develop AASHTO 1993 and encompasses a much more diverse set of 
materials and climates. The number of data points used to calibrate each distress model, 
ranges from about 300 to 400 and is considered comprehensive (AASHTO 2008). The 
global calibration, while extensive, does not include all pavement types or design 
variables and thus requires regional or local adjustments for design nuances. The local 
calibration factors, incorporated into the distress models, can be adjusted by the user to 
minimize the deviation between the observed distresses and the MEPDG predicted 
distresses for a given locale. Local calibrations have been successfully completed for 
various materials in various locations. Washington state, for example, carried out the 
calibration of rigid pavements (Li, Muench et al. 2006) and calibration of flexible 
pavement (Li, Pierce et al. 2009). These calibration efforts showed statistical 
improvement of the predicted performance compared to the actual observed performance. 
While these calibrations were encouraging, the authors continue to recommend against 
the use of the MEPDG as a design tool in their region pending calibrations for 
rehabilitations and further development of specific design procedures. Research in Texas 
shows not only the effectiveness of calibration efforts but also shows the importance of 
continual updating of calibration factors (Baneijee, Aguiar-Moya et al. 2009). Prior to 
any calibration effort, it is critically important to select pavement test sections for which 
the inputs are reliably known. Using the inputs for the initial MEPDG analysis, ensures a 
reliable baseline of comparison of the predicted performance to the measured 
performance. The measured comparison depends on the distress model being calibrated. 
If the rutting model is being calibrated, for example, then the field rutting conditions will 
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be measured to compare to the model predictions. More comprehensive and detailed 
calibrations can include instrumented test sections. Researchers have shown that the 
application of sensors in MEPDG calibration is varied, ranging from load pulse duration 
model analysis to bottom-up fatigue cracking in low volume roads with thin pavements. 
Analysis of the duration of load pulses were measured and compared to the models used 
to predict load pulse duration in the MEPDG (Hornyak and Crovetti 2009). Data from 
strain gages, pressure cells and thermocouples were used in examining bottom-up fatigue 
cracking in thin, low volume pavements with the results were used to compliment the 
bottom-up fatigue cracking model in the MEPDG (Howard and James 2009). 
1.4 Research Objectives 
The goal of this research was to install a weather monitoring station and an array 
of pavement and base layer sensors between exits 12 and 13 on Route 16 South in 
Rochester New Hampshire, shown in Figure 1.2. This research project also encompasses 
gathering preliminary weather and pavement structure data including the structural 
responses of the pavement. An initial comparison between the measured stresses and 
strains, provided by the sensors, and predicted stresses and strains, provided by pavement 
structural analysis software, was also carried out. 
11 
Figure 1.2: Instrumentation location. 
The NHDOT funded this research with the results to be used to calibrate the 
MEPDG for use in New Hampshire. The use of the MEPDG, calibrated for New 
Hampshire, could be used to design pavement structures with accurate performance 
predication over time. Accurate performance prediction will allow for more accurate 
pavement rehabilitation and new construction planning resulting in a more efficient 
allocation of resources. 
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CHAPTER 2: INSTRUMENTATION 
2.1 Instrumentation - General 
Instrumented test sections have been used across the country with success since as 
early as 1990. The Virginia Smart Road (VDOT 2010), the NCAT Test Track (Timm, 
Priest et al. 2004) and the MnRoad project (Tompkins, Khazanovich et al. 2008) have 
been using instrumented test sections for as long as 20 years. The success of these 
projects and their contribution to pavement design methods shows the utility of 
instrumented pavement sections for the improvement of pavement design. 
The goal of this instrumented test section was to place sensors in critical locations 
to measure stresses and strains as well as environmental characteristics to be used for 
comparison with pavement structural analysis software. To that end, there were two 
main categories of instrumentation selected for this project. One set of instruments were 
used for weather monitoring and the other were used for pavement monitoring. The 
weather instrumentation consists of five sensors mounted on a tripod with stand-alone 
data acquisition and power systems. The in-road instrumentation consists of 32 sensors 
spread throughout the pavement section. Due to their location within the section, they 
were installed at various times during the construction process. Installation of all the 
sensors began with the weather station in September, 2009. 
The sensors and data acquisition systems were ordered well in advance of the 
expected installation deadline to allow for function testing, calibration, and 
familiarization with the instrumentation. All sensors and data acquisition were tested for 
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functionality. Additionally, some sensors were more extensively calibrated and tested for 
sensitivity. 
Installation of all the sensors began in September, 2009 with the installation of the 
weather station on the west side of Route 16, north of Exit 12. The installation was 
substantially completed in one day with some minor adjustments on subsequent days. 
The majority of the in-road sensors were installed prior to placement of the base asphalt 
layer in November, 2009. Due to construction scheduling, the installation of 6 sensors, 3 
axle sensing strips and 3 asphalt temperature probes is planned for Fall 2010. The asphalt 
wearing surface is required before these sensors can be installed. 
2.2 Weather Station Sensors 
The MEPDG uses detailed historical climatic data for predicting pavement 
distresses. These data is used to predict temperature and moisture in the layers of the 
pavement section and also contributes to the smoothness or IRI prediction model. In 
New Hampshire, there are seven default weather stations to choose from for the MEPDG 
to generate its climactic file (Applied Research Associates 2007). It was determined that 
it would be beneficial to have a weather station located in close proximity to the 
instrumented pavement section to, in time, supplement existing weather data. The 
developers of the MEPDG recommend using multiple stations to be sure any gaps in data 
will be filled by nearby stations (AASHTO 2008). 
The MEPDG requires hourly averages of temperature, precipitation, wind speed 
relative humidity and cloud cover (AASHTO 2008). In selecting the weather station 
sensors and accessories, ability to measure those properties were the main concern. 
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Other factors under consideration included, availability, durability, cost 
friendliness. The research team concluded that a modular weather station, 
Figure 2.1, provided by Campbell Scientific, would be used. 
Figure 2.1: Campbell Scientific weather station. 
It contains an ambient air temperature sensor, wind speed and direction sensors, a rain 
gage, a solar radiation sensor, a data acquisition system, power system, and a cellular 
modem. Also included is a stainless steel tripod with a horizontal stainless steel cross-
arm for mounting all the sensors. The weather station will be re-evaluated in the future to 
consider the addition of a relative humidity sensor. 
The first sensor is a CS 300 Pyranometer, shown in Figure 2.2, manufactured by 
Apogee Instruments and obtained through Campbell Scientific. This sensor measures 
incoming solar radiation with a photovoltaic detector. Output from the detector is a 




recorded by the data logger. Its measurement range is 0 to 2000 W/m2 with full sunlight 
measuring about 1000 W/m2. A data sheet is included in Appendix A. 
Figure 2.2: CS 300 Pyranometer. 
The ambient air temperature sensor selected was a Campbell Scientific Model 107 
Temperature Probe with an RM Young 6-Plate Gill Solar Radiation Shield, shown in 
Figure 2.3. The radiation grill is used to allow air to pass through to the sensor but shade 
it from solar radiation thus keeping it as close to the ambient air temperature as possible. 
The Model 107 is a general purpose temperature probe that consists of a BetaTherm 
100K6A thermistor encapsulated in and aluminum housing. The resistance of the 
thermistor varies with changes in temperature. Using the Stienhart-Hart equation, the 
temperature is calculated from the resistance recorded by the data acquisition system 
(Campbell Scientific Inc. 2010). Its measurement range is -35° to 50°C with a 
survivability range of-50° to 100°C. Brochures of both the probe and the radiation grill 
can be found in Appendix A. 
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Figure 2.3: Campbell Scientific 107 Temperature Probe and Radiation Grill. 
The TE525 Tipping Bucket Rain Gage, shown in Figure 2.4, was selected to 
monitor precipitation. It is an adaptation of the standard Weather Bureau tipping bucket 
rain gage (NOAA 2010) with a 6 inch collector and an accuracy of 0.01 inches. 
Precipitation amounts are determined by a small bucket beneath the collector that tips 
each time it is filled with 0.01" of rain. The data acquisition system then counts the 
number of times that the bucket has tipped and multiplies that by 0.01" to determine the 
total rain fall. A brochure can be found in Appendix A. 
Figure 2.4: TE525 Tipping Bucket Rain Gage. 
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The 03002 R.M. Young Wind Sentry Set was selected to monitor wind speed and 
direction, shown in Figure 2.5. This set consists of the 03101 R.M. Young Wind Sentry 
Anemometer to measure wind speed. The spinning anemometer cups produce a voltage 
proportional to the wind speed which is then recorded by the data acquisition system. 
The set also contains the 03301 R.M. Young Wind Sentry Vane to measure wind 
direction. The vane position is determined using a lOkQ potentiometer with a precision 
excitation voltage applied. A brochure can be found in Appendix A. 
The data acquisition system, used to log data from all the weather sensors, is a 
Campbell Scientific CR1000 data logger with power provided by a 12-volt battery and 
solar cell, shown in Figure 2.6. The CR1000 data logger was selected for its compact 
design and adequate sampling rate capability. It is capable of a variety of measurements 
and has 4 MB of SRAM for CPU usage program storage and data storage. The battery 
selected is the Campbell Scientific PS 100, also shown in Figure 2.6. It is a 12 volt, 7 
Figure 2.5: 03002 R.M. Young Wind Sentry Set. 
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amp hour battery with a charging regulator included. This battery is designed to be float 
charged continuously so it is never discharged below 10.5 volts. The SP20 Solar Panel, 
provided by Campbell Scientific and shown in Figure 2.7, was selected to maintain 
power and stand-alone capability. It provides a typical peak power of 20W. 
Communications is provided by a Raven XTV CDMA Sierra Wireless cellular modem 
with cellular service provided by Verizon. It has an operating temperature of -30° to 70° 
Celsius. 
Figure 2.6: CR1000 data logger, PS100 power supply, and Raven XTV cellular modem. 
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Figure 2.7: SP20 Solar Panel. 
2.3 Weather Station Configuration 
The weather station sensor configuration allows for each sensor to collect data 
with a minimum amount of interference from the other sensors, the sensor cross-arm, or 
the tripod mount itself. The sensors were placed on the tripod and the tripod was located 
with guidance from each sensors' manufacturer provided installation recommendations 
along with general guidance from Campbell Scientific (Campbell Scientific Inc. 1997). 
The solar radiation sensor was placed on the southern end of the sensor cross-arm 
with its cable oriented north/south. It was mounted level on a leveling plate that includes 
a bubble level to ensure accurate measurements. The next sensor to the north on the 
cross-arm is the air temperature sensor with the radiation grill. The sensor was inserted 
into the radiation grill taking care that the measurement portion of the sensor was not in 
contact with the grill and the unit was mounted on the cross-arm. The precipitation gage 
was mounted at the center of the cross-arm, just to the south of the tripod mast. It is 
mounted without obstruction above except for the lightning ground rod. The wind speed 
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and direction sensors were placed on the Northern end of the sensor cross-arm with the 
direction vane at the northern-most end. 
2.4 Weather Station Pre-Installation 
Prior to field installation the tripod was assembled with the sensor cross arm in 
the laboratory at UNH. At this time all the sensors were mounted and tested for proper 
functionality outside the lab. They were all connected to the data logger and weather data 
was collected for a short period of time. It was determined that all the sensors were 
functioning within the proper ranges and that the factory calibrations would be used for 
these sensors without offsets. Due to the nature of the Campbell Scientific data logging 
program, alteration of the calibrations is not trivial, however, if discrepancies were 
discovered, offsets to the acquired data could be applied. 
2.5 Weather Station Installation 
The weather station site was chosen by generally applying the guidelines set forth 
in an application note published by Campbell Scientific, Inc. (Campbell Scientific Inc. 
1997). In addition to those guidelines, the research team chose a level location that could 
be accessed with relative ease all year while remaining in close proximity to the in-road 
sensors. Concerns of vandalism were also considered and as a result the instrument 
cabinet is securely locked and the station is located in an exposed location for visual 
monitoring. The site chosen is located south of the in-road sensors, in the vicinity of 
station 66. It is located on the west side of Route 16 on a level area, elevated above the 
highway, within the roadway easement. 
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The weather station sensors were installed on a 10ft tall stainless steel tripod 
provided by Campbell Scientific as shown in the final configuration in Figure 2.1. The 
tripod base has a 7ft diameter with the legs extended. With guy wires installed, it has a 
wind gust tolerance of 100 mph and can resist sustained winds of 80 mph. The tripod 
was placed in an unobstructed location where it was secured using 12" long spikes driven 
into the ground. The tripod mast was carefully plumbed and the sensor cross arm was 
installed. The arm was leveled to ensure proper operation of all sensors. 
In the field, the sensor cross arm was installed precisely in north south orientation 
with the wind speed and direction sensors placed at the northern end. All sensors were 
installed as described in Section 2.3 and were installed per manufacturer 
recommendations. Approximately halfway down the tripod mast the solar cell was 
installed following the manufacturer recommendations for tilt and orientation (Campbell 
Scientific Inc. 2007). It was then wired to the voltage regulator and power pack 
contained within the data logger enclosure. The enclosure was mounted on the north side 
of the tripod, approximately 3 feet above the ground. It contains the power pack and 
regulator mentioned previously along with the data logger and cellular modem. The 
antenna for the cellular modem is mounted on the tripod per manufacturer 
recommendations and directed to the nearest cellular service tower which is visible from 
the site. Moisture within the enclosure is controlled with two desiccant packs provided 
by Campbell Scientific and monitored with a paper, visual moisture level indicator. 
2.6 In-Road Sensors 
As mentioned previously, the MEPDG predicts long term pavement performance. 
This performance is characterized by pavement distresses which are calculated using 
several different distress models. Based on the user inputs, the models calculate the 
stresses and strains throughout the section which are then used to predict pavement 
distresses. The goal of the in-road sensor installation is to be able to field measure the 
stresses and strains at critical locations within the section. These actual stresses and 
strains can be compared to the predicted stresses and strains in many different ways. 
Using the results of this comparison, future researchers may be able to adjust the local 
calibration factors so that the MEPDG better predicts pavement performance in NH. 
There were 32 sensors installed in the road at various locations throughout the 
section. The layout was determined such that the array obtained data from the outside 
wheel path of the southbound lane. Plan and elevation views of this layout can be found 
in Section 2.7. The sensors were also oriented so that longitudinal and transverse strain 
measurements at the bottom of the asphalt layer could be determined on both sides and in 
front of and behind the load as it passes over. 
The sensor selections were primarily based on cost, sampling rate capacity, and 
reliability. The sensors also needed to be compatible with the data acquisition systems. 
Additionally, the sensors were selected based on what has been used, and what is 
currently being used, reliably in a variety of research projects (Timm, Priest et al. 2004), 
(Willis and Timm 2008), (Timm 2009). This allows for an opportunity for collaboration 
on data collection and troubleshooting if necessary. 
There were three Model 108 temperature probes supplied by Campbell Scientific 
to be installed in the asphalt layer, shown in Figure 2.8. The Model 108 uses a 
BetaTherm 100K6A thermistor to measure temperature and has a measurement range of -
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5° to 95° C. This thermistor measures temperature in an identical manner to the Model 
107 temperature probe. Specifications can be found in Appendix A. 
Figure 2.8: Model 108 temperature probe. 
There were four Watermark 200 soil moisture sensors, supplied by Campbell 
Scientific, installed within each unbound layer. The sensor uses an AC half bridge to 
produce a resistance which is then used to calculate soil water potential within a range of 




Figure 2.9: Watermark soil moisture sensor. 
At the bottom of the asphalt layer, 12 ASG 152 asphalt strain gages supplied by 
CTL Group were used, shown in Figure 2.10. The sensors use full bridge configuration 
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to which the data acquisition applies an excitation voltage. It then records a voltage 
signal which corresponds to a strain measurement. The sensors have an operating 
temperature range of -34° to 204°C and a fatigue life of about 105 repetitions at about 
1500 jistrain. A sensor data sheet can be found Appendix A. 
Figure 2.10: CTL asphalt strain gage. 
Throughout the pavement section, five Geokon Model 3500 earth pressure cells 
were installed. Cells with two pressure ranges, 0-14.5 psi and 0-36.3 psi, and two 
pressure plate configurations were used. The cells are constructed with two stainless 
steel plates, with a narrow gap between, welded together at the edges. One pair of 
pressure cells were constructed with thicker plates for increased durability for use in 
coarse material. The gap is filled with a hydraulic fluid that is connected to a pressure 
transducer via a small tube. The pressure transducer turns the internal fluid pressure into 
an electrical signal from 0-100 mV that can be read by the data acquisition system. A 
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calibration is entered which converts the electrical signal to pressure. Each earth pressure 
cell also contains a thermistor which allows for temperature measurements at each 
pressure cell location. These thermistors work identically to the Models 107 and 108 
temperature probes described previously. A sensor information sheet can be found in 
Appendix A. 
Figure 2.11: Geokon earth pressure cell. 
Three International Road Dynamics Model AS400 axle sensing strips were 
obtained to measure wheel speeds and wheel lateral location. The axle sensing strip 
produces a change in resistance when a load passes over. The data acquisition will record 
the time of the resistance change from which speed and lateral location will be calculated. 
A sensor data sheet can be found in Appendix A. 
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Figure 2.12: IRD axle sensing strip. 
The in-road sensors require two types of data acquisition system to accommodate 
sampling rate requirements. The first system, a portable DI-785 by DATAQ, was 
acquired to log the high speed data from the strain and pressure cells. Based on prior 
research (Timm, Priest et al. 2004), it was determined that a sampling rate of around 5000 
Hz per sensor would be required to gather meaningful data. The DI-785 has a total 
sampling rate of 180,000 HZ which allows for a sampling rate of 9000 Hz per sensor for 
the entire array. The signals from the sensors are processed using DI5B signal 
conditioners which are unique to each sensor type. The final signal conditioner 
configuration is shown in Figure 2.13. Final channel assignments and corresponding 
signal conditioners can be found in Appendix A. It has an operating temperature range of 
0°C to 50°C and is powered in the field by a 12 volt battery and inverter. A Campbell 
Scientific CR1000, identical to the unit described in the Weather Station section, was 
obtained to be installed in the field and collect temperature and moisture data from the in-
road sensors. A Panasonic CF-52 Toughbook was also obtained to gather data from all 
data acquisition systems. This laptop was chosen for its portability and durability for use 
in the field with the DI-785 and the CR 1000 installed with the in-road sensors. A data 
sheet for each data acquisition system can be found in Appendix A. 
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Figure 2.13: DI-785 with signal conditioners. 
2.7 In Road Sensor Configuration 
The layout for the in-road sensors attempts to effectively gather information about 
the entire pavement section. Sensors are dispersed throughout the section from the 
surface to the sub-grade. In order to minimize the source possibilities for the loads 
detected by the sensors, it was determined that the array would be centered on the outside 
wheel-path of the outside lane of traffic. Additionally, this provided an opportunity to 
collect data from either side of a wheel load as well as in front of and behind the load. A 
version of this layout has been installed with successful results on previous research 
(Timm 2009). 
The pressure sensors with integral thermistors were located at each layer interface 
within the section and were located along the centerline of the estimated wheel-path. Soil 
moisture sensors were also located at similar elevations to the pressure cells. 
The Asphalt Strain Gages were located just below the asphalt layer and were 
centered on the outside wheel path as well. The gages were oriented to measure 
longitudinal and transverse strain as shown in Figure 2.15. 
In the layout plan, temperature probes were also located in the asphalt layer at 
three depths and Axle Sensing Strips were located and oriented in a specific geometry to 
allow for the determination of lateral wheel location and wheel speed. 
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Figure 2.15: Plan view of sensor array. 
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Figure 2.16: Elevation view of sensor array. 
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2.8 In-Road Sensor Pre-Installation 
Prior to field installation, the in-road sensors and data logger were tested for 
functionality and were physically prepared for installation. "No load" readings were 
taken for each sensor as well. In addition, a calibration check was performed on the 
Geokon Earth Pressure Cells. 
The CTL Asphalt Strain Gages were connected to the data acquisition system and 
each gage was tested for excessive noise, polarity, and general function. Each sensor was 
verified to have the correct label on each end of the sensor lead. The test used to check 
function consisted of a member of the research team pushing on and pulling each sensor 
to simulate each sensor going into tension and compression. It was determined that there 
were no sensors with excessive noise and each sensor, when properly wired, showed the 
correct polarity; compression is negative and tension is positive. In preparation for 
installation, each strain gage cable was enclosed in flexible conduit to protect it during 
installation. Flexible aluminum conduit with a diameter of V" was used in conjunction 
with screw in end pieces to protect the wires from the jagged edge of the conduit. The 
conduit was attached to one arm of the sensor using plastic cable ties, as shown in Figure 
2.17, and the sensor cable was secured to sensor with cable ties as well. 
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Figure 2.17: ASG with conduit attached. 
The Geokon Earth pressure cells were tested for function and the factory 
calibration was checked prior to installation. Each cell was connected to the DAQ and 
data were collected while a load was applied to each cell. It was determined that each 
cell functioned properly however due to the cost and importance of the sensors, further 
calibration was undertaken. Each cell was taken to the engineering pool at the Chase 
Ocean Engineering Laboratory at UNH and lowered down to the bottom three times. 
Readings were taken continuously and lowering was paused at known depths. The 
engineering pool is 20' deep which allows for a maximum pressure of 8.66 psi at 68.7°F. 
This represents more than half of the full scale range for the 14.5 psi cells and a little less 
than one-quarter scale of the 36.3 psi cells. Using this method, there was no discernable 
difference between the calculated pressure and the measured pressure using the factory 
calibrations, shown in Figure 2.20. Due to the results of the depth test and the limited 
range that was tested, it was determined that the factory calibrations would be used for 
further data collection. The full scale ranges of the cells are represented on the figure by 
the squares. 
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Figure 2.18: EPC's ready to be lowered into the pool. 
Figure 2.19: EPC lowered into the pool. 
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Figure 2.20: EPC calibration summary. 
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In addition to the pool calibration, one pressure cell was tested for sensitivity in a test pit 
in the UNH Soils laboratory. This testing also allowed the research team to become more 
familiar with the data acquisition system. The cell was placed in the 3'x3' pit on top of 
6" of sand, as shown in Figure 2.21, and was buried with 24" of material above. The cell 
was buried twice, once with sand placed above and once with gravel placed above. 
After placement of each material, a series of lightweight deflectometer (LWD) tests were 
performed above the sensor. The LWD positioned above the test pit is shown in Figure 
2.22. A sample graph of a load pulse produced by the DATAQ WinDAQ Waveform 
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Browser is shown in Figure 2.23. It was found that the sensor and data acquisition 
combination could easily measure to the tenth of a psi. 
Figure 2.23: Load pulse from lightweight deflectometer. 
In preparation for installation, the wires for each pressure sensor were fed into V" 
aluminum conduit, as shown in Figure 2.24, and secured to the sensor with electrical 
tape. This conduit allowed for faster installation as the cable trenches required less 
preparation for the wires because they were protected from stones in the trenches. 
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Figure 2.24: EPC with conduit attached. 
Prior to installation, the moisture sensors were soaked in water for 24 hours as 
instructed by the manufacturer. The moisture sensor cables were not run through flexible 
conduit but were placed such that the cables were substantially protected by the larger 
cables with conduit or were placed in trenches that only contained sand sized particles. 
The Model 108 temperature probes were tested for functionality using an ice 
water bath. The cables were attached to the CR1000 data logger and the sensors placed 
in the ice bath for a period of time. Data were recorded, and it was determined that the 
sensors were within an acceptable measurement range and did not require an offset. 
Finally, for ease of data collection, cable extensions were made for the strain and 
pressure cells. These cable extensions were long enough to reach from the instrument 
cabinet to the shoulder of the road, approximately 40 feet. As shown in Figure 2.25, the 
cables have screw terminals at one end to connect to the data logger, and D-Sub 
connections at the other end to connect to the sensors at the instrument cabinet. 
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Figure 2.25: Cable extensions for strain and pressure sensors. 
2.9 In-Road Sensor Installation 
The majority of the in-road sensors were installed one day prior to paving. 
However, due to the sequence of construction there were 5 sensors installed prior to 
paving and 6 sensors scheduled to be installed after placement of the wearing surface. 
The majority of the sensor locations and elevations were recorded using GPS provided by 
the contractor. A map of the GPS locations with elevations of all sensors measured by 
the contractor is found in Appendix B. 
Due to their depth within the section, three pressure cells were installed at two 
different times before paving. After the 2 foot sand layer was placed and compacted, the 
research team installed two pressure cells. The cell located at the subgrade/sand interface 
was positioned after hand excavation to the subgrade level as shown in Figure 2.26. The 
cell was carefully leveled in all directions and a small cable trench was dug to route the 
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cable to a temporary junction box. The excavation was backfilled and hand compacted 
using a hand tamper. 
Figure 2.26: EPC in excavation to subgrade. 
Concurrently, the pressure sensor located at the sand/crushed stone interface was also 
placed. A three inch excavation was made in the top of the sand layer and the pressure 
cell was leveled in all directions within the excavation, shown in Figure 2.27. The cell 
was then covered with two inchs of sand and hand compacted. Finally a two inch lift of 
3/8 inch gravel was placed above the cell and hand compacted. This was done to protect 
the sensor from construction traffic as well as the 12 inch layer of very coarse crushed 
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stone that was installed next. The sensor cables were routed to the temporary junction 
box through shallow trenches that were backfilled and compacted by hand. The sensors 
were then connected to the data acquisition system and tested to ensure proper 
functionality. Additionally, two moisture sensors were also placed at this time, one with 
each pressure sensor. The sensors were installed using the handle of a screw driver to 
make tight fitting sockets into which the moisture sensors were inserted. The cables were 
routed beneath the conduit for the pressure sensors to the temporary junction box located 
about 10 feet off the shoulder of the road. 
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Figure 2.27: EPC and moisture sensor placed at the top of the sand layer. 
The last pressure sensor installed prior to paving was the sensor located at the 
very coarse crushed stone/fine crushed stone interface. This sensor was placed on top of 
the very coarse stone layer on a two inch lift of sand. It was carefully leveled and 
covered with two inches of sand and one inch of 3/8 inch stone and hand compacted. 
This was done to protect the sensor from construction traffic as well as from the 
placement of the next layer. The cable trench was excavated and the filled with a small 
layer of sand. The cable was placed in the trench and covered with a small layer of sand 
to ensure protection for the cable. The cable was routed to the temporary junction box 
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and the trench was backfilled. The sensor was connected to the data acquisition system 
and the sensor was tested for functionality at this time. 
The day before paving was scheduled to begin, the 12 Asphalt Strain Gages were 
installed along with 2 pressure cells and one final moisture sensor. The strain gages were 
arranged according to the layout determined by the research team and their cables were 
buried in shallow trenches dug by hand. After the cables were placed, the trenches were 
backfilled and compacted by hand using a tamper. About an hour before paving, the 
strain gages were set into, and covered with, a sand and asphalt mixture, as recommended 
by the manufacturer. The sensor array is shown in Figure 2.29, just before it was covered 
by the paver. The pressure cells were also placed according to the layout previously 
determined and their cables were placed in trenches. The pressure plates were carefully 
leveled on a 1-2" lift of sand within a shallow excavation in the fine crushed stone layer. 
Once leveled, the sensors cables were backfilled and compacted with sand, leaving the 
pressure plates exposed as shown in Figure 2.28. All the cables were run in shallow 
trenches dug by hand to the temporary junction box located off the road shown in Figure 
2.30. The sections of conduit were short enough to run out before the junction box, 
leaving just the cables at the junction box. All sensors were monitored during the paving 
process using the high speed data acquisition system. 
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Figure 2.28: EPC and ASG's installed on the fine stone layer. 
Figure 2.30: In-road sensor cables at the temporary junction box. 
The cables were run in a shallow trench from the temporary junction box to the 
in-road instrument cabinet. This cabinet was mounted on a stainless steel post which was 
anchored to a concrete foundation. The cables are run from the ground, into electrical 
conduit, to bring them into the instrument cabinet, shown in Figure 2.31. This was done 
to protect the cables from environmental degradation as well as damage by animals. The 
location of the instrument cabinet was dictated by NHDOT regulations which requires the 
instrument cabinet to be 30 feet from the pavement. The temperature and soil moisture 
sensor cables were connected to the data logger and the remaining sensor cables were 
connected to two D-Sub interfaces, one for the strain gages and one for the pressure cells. 
These interfaces, shown in Figure 2.32, allow for easy connection of the data logger to 
the sensors. 
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Figure 2.31: In-road instrument cabinet. 
jr 
Figure 2.32: In-road DAQ with D-sub connections. 
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CHAPTER 3: DATA COLLECTION and MEPDG ANALYSIS 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the data collected from the instrumentation site. This 
includes material properties at the site, climate data at the site and data from the in-road 
sensors. This data will be used as inputs for the MEPDG or will be used as a comparison 
to the output produced by the MEPDG. 
3.2 Material Properties 
The material properties at the site were measured by the NHDOT, construction 
subcontractors, and UNH researchers. These material properties were used in the initial 
analysis performed using the MEPDG software. 
The 24 inch sand layer, 12 inch very coarse crushed stone layer, and the 12 inch 
fine crushed stone layer were examined by a NHDOT subcontractor performing quality 
control testing. The maximum dry densities and gradings that were determined can be 
found in Table 3.1. Resilient Modulus values were measured by UNH (Clark 2010) and 
can also found in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Gradings and unit weights of base materials. 
Sand Very Coarse Stone Fine Stone 
Dry Unit Wt. 
(lb/ft3) 115.2 142.1 138.8 
Resilient 
Modulus 31,908 30,458 30,458 
(psi)(Clark 2010) 
Sieve Size % Passing % Passing % Passing 
6" 100 100 100 
3 1/2" 100 100 100 
3" 100 91.6 100 
2" 100 - 100 
1 1/2" 100 90.8 99.5 
1" 100 - 97.1 
3/4" 100 - 95.8 
3/8" 100 - -
#4 100 86.6 92.6 
#8 85.5 75.4 75.0 
#16 61.2 61.6 59.0 
#30 - 45.4 45.6 
#40 25.1 - -
#50 17.1 29.1 33.8 
#100 7.3 19.2 24.1 
#200 3.9 13.3 17.1 
The base asphalt material analysis was performed by the NHDOT and UNH. 
Based on testing of materials from station 78+80, the asphalt content was found to be 
4.66% and the lift thickness was found to be 2.625". Based on two field core samples 
taken from station 79+00, UNH laboratory testing determined an average air void content 
of 8.76%. The grading of the base material can be found in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2: Base and Binder asphalt content and grading, 
Base Binder 
Asphalt Content 
(%) 4.66 4.92 
Sieve (mm) 
% Passing :: % : Passing 
31.75 100 100 
25.0 92.3 100 
19.0 80.8 99.2 
12.5 77.2 82.0 
9.5 67.2 68.7 
4.75 39.1 44.6 
2.36 27.0 32.8 
1.18 20.6 24.9 
0.600 15.2 17.5 
0.300 10.3 11.0 
0.150 6.1 6.1 
0.075 3.6 3.6 
The binder asphalt layer properties were found by the NHDOT as well as UNH. 
Based on testing from station 78+00, the asphalt content was found to be 4.92% and the 
lift thickness was 2.25". UNH was not provided with field samples for this layer; air void 
content determined by the NHDOT was 4.20%. The binder grading can be found in 
Table 3.2. Dynamic modulus testing and creep compliance testing of the material is to be 
carried out by UNH in the future. 
3.3 Weather Sensor Data 
The weather station data are stored on the data acquisition system then transmitted 
via cellular modem to the data computer at UNH. The cellular modem is programmed to 
only turn on at certain times during the day to save power. Data can be downloaded at 
any time while the modem is operational. 
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The weather station has been collecting data continuously since September, 2009. 
It collects data from all the sensors at a sampling rate of one sample every 30 seconds 
(0.033 Hz) and stores hourly averages for air temperature, wind speed and direction, solar 
radiation, and battery voltage measurements. Precipitation is stored as a total on an 
hourly basis. Figure 3.1 shows an example graph of air temperature, produced by 
Campbell, Scientific's LoggerNet software. The data were recorded from December, 
2009 to June, 2010. 
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3.4 Weather Station Data Discussion 
A field comparison for March 2010, of the tipping bucket rain gage to a gage 
approximately 1 mile away was carried out. The gage, located at the Rochester 
Fairgrounds, is maintained by the New Hampshire State Climate Office, (Stampone 
2010) and showed that the weather station tipping bucket has recorded a total rainfall that 
was 15% lower. Comparisons for additional months showed that the gage measured 
lower rainfall by a range of 13.5% to 49%. There are many possible sources for this 
discrepancy. They can be caused by a local variation of rainfall, difference in gage 
height, a difference in exposure, and a difference in gage opening size among others 
(Burnash 1996). Further investigation into the nearby gage would be necessary to 
determine the cause or causes for the difference between gages. 
3.5 In-Road Sensor Data 
The in-road sensor data were collected both on demand and continuously. 
Temperature and soil moisture content has been continuously monitored beginning July, 
2010 and the dynamic strain and pressure data is only collected by direct physical 
connection of the DAQ to the sensors on site. Three tests with vehicles of known weight 
have been performed with a summary of the tests shown in Table 3.3. The vehicles used 
were dump trucks filled with aggregate. The first test was conducted with a truck with 
the gross weight determined by scales located at the aggregate borrow pit. The second 
and third truck tests had wheel weights measured by the New Hampshire State Police 
using the scales shown in Figure 3.2. Wheel weights and wheel geometry for the third 
truck can be found in Appendix B. 
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Table 3.3: Summary of load tests. 
Test Number Date of Test Time of Test Number of Passes 
Recorded 
1 12/22/2009 11:17AM-11:28 AM 6 
2 6/22/2010 9:37AM-11:00AM 4 
3 7/21/2010 10:17AM-11:10AM 17 
Figure 3.2: Scale used to determine wheel weights. 
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Figure 3.3: Test truck #2 on scales. 
For both tests, the trucks made passes over the sensor array. The majority of passes were 
recorded using a digital camera. The image, shown in Figure 3.4, is used with digital 
measurement software to determine lateral wheel locations with reference to the white 
line. 
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Figure 3.4: Image used to determine lateral wheel location. 
During the truck tests, data were recorded using the Dataq high speed data acquisition 
system. The data were logged using WinDAQPro software by Dataq and were examined 
using WinDAQ Waveform Browser. An example data stream, of the front wheel passing 
over the array, is shown in Figure 3.5, where all sensors are shown with the top seven 
windows containing overlapped data streams. 
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Base layer temperatures were also periodically collected from thermistors contained 
within the pressure cells. Figure 3.6 shows the temperatures at each pressure cell. These 
data points were collected manually, prior to their connection to the data logger. This 
plot shows how the base temperatures vary seasonally. When connected to the data 
logger, a similar plot could be produced to show how the temperatures vary daily. 
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Figure 3.6: Plot of the temperature of the base layers. 
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3.6 In-Road Data Discussion 
Throughout the course of data collection from the in-road sensors, from pre-
installation testing through post-installation testing, problems were encountered and 
resolved. These problems were related to the sensors as well as the data acquisition 
systems. 
The first issue encountered dealt with the relationship between the high speed data 
acquisition system and pressure cells. As mentioned previously, the pressure cells 
produce a signal from 0-100 mV which corresponds to a pressure. The data acquisition 
system amplifies the millivolt signal across -5 volts to 5 volts using signal conditioning 
modules. During preliminary sensitivity testing of the pressure cells, it was discovered 
that the signal conditioning modules only had a full scale capacity of 0-30 mV. This 
allowed for measurement of only about 1/3 the capacity of each cell. This problem was 
resolved by ordering signal conditioners that could accommodate a full scale signal of 0-
100 mV. 
During pre-installation testing, and subsequent data collection after installation, a 
problem was discovered with the signal conditioners for the asphalt strain gages. The 
pre-installation testing of the strain gages was carried out by only logging un-calibrated 
data in raw voltages, not in engineering units. This allowed the issue to persist until after 
sensor installation. Through preliminary data collection of random traffic loads, it was 
discovered that the strain signal was often indiscernible from what appeared to be noise 
in the data. After further analysis, it was determined that the strain gages required signal 
conditioners that could provide better resolution. New signal conditioners were obtained, 
providing a full scale measurement range of ±6000 (as which was much smaller than the 
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±200,000 jxs provided by the first signal conditioners. Figure 3.7 shows the difference in 
signal for comparable random traffic loads. 
Figure 3.7: Strain measurements before and after signal conditioners were changed. 
As a result of limitations of the in-road slow speed data acquisition system, the 
thermistors contained in each pressure cell required unique programming and wiring. 
The data logger contains a limited number of excitation channels and signal measurement 
channels. This required each thermistor to be wired with a 5.5 kD resistor in a half-
bridge configuration. Excitation for all the sensors was provided by one excitation 
channel. This configuration allows for the resistance of the thermistor to be calculated 
using a relationship between resistance ratios and voltage ratios and the temperature to be 
calculated from the resistance. These calculations were input into the Campbell 
Scientific software and are carried out as the resistance measurements are made. 
3.7 Comparison of Measured Strains to Calculated Strains 
A comparison was made between predicted stress and strain data calculated by 
two pavement analysis programs and measured stress and strain data collected by the 
sensors during calibrated truck test number three. Comparisons were made using four 
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separate truck passes over the sensor array. Wheel weights and the lateral wheel location 
for the truck were determined as described in Section 3.5. 
The maximum stress or strain for a particular sensor was recorded from the data 
stream at the moment when the load was assumed to be at its minimum distance from the 
sensor. This moment was determined by the sensor waveform as the maximum change 
from the baseline recording. The baseline measurement was determined using an average 
of "no load" data points just prior to the passing of the load. Figure 3.8 shows 
waveforms for three strain gages from one pass of the calibrated truck. The baseline 
reading region as well as each wheel load from the four axle truck is clearly visible as the 
load passes nearest to the sensor. In cases where peaks were not as well defined, care 
was taken to determine strain and stress readings using adjacent sensors to determine the 
correct time of minimum load distance from the desired sensor. 
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Figure 3.8: Strain gage waveform for calibrated truck test. 
Structural responses, stresses and strains, are calculated within the MEPDG using 
either an embedded multi-layer linear elastic program, JULEA, or a 2D finite element 
nonlinear program, DCS2D, depending on the level of inputs. According to MEPDG 
documentation, when selecting JULEA and DCS2D, several pavement analysis programs 
were examined and found to produce structural responses that differ by 15% at most 
(ARA 2004). Access to either the structural responses calculated during the MEPDG 
analysis or to DCS2D and JULEA is not possible. As a result, two readily available 
programs that were examined by MEPDG developers, KENLAYER and MICHPAVE, 
were used for analysis of the test section. 
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KENLAYER is a program using the solution for an elastic multilayer system 
under a circular loaded area. Multiple loads are determined using superposition, 
iterations are used for non-linear layers, and solutions are arranged at various times for 
viscoelastic layers (Huang 2004). MICHPAVE is a 2 dimensional, non-linear finite 
element program that also uses circular loading (Harichandran and Baladi 2000). The 
typical finite element mesh is determined automatically using multiples of the radius of 
the circular loaded area and the effects of multiple loads are determined manually using 
superposition. 
3.7.1 Software Inputs 
Identical inputs were used in both programs for consistency. The inputs consist of 
properties of the materials at the time of the truck passes, distances of the sensors from 
the applied load, and the applied loads. Summaries of the material property and applied 
load inputs can be found in the following tables. 
Table 3.4: Section layer software inputs. 
Layer Thickness (in) Ko 
Modulus/Ki 







Asphalt 4.625 2 185,600 - 0.35 - - 141.7 
Fine CS 12 2 7210 0.45 0.35 0 33 138.8 
V.Coarse CS 12 2 5967 0.52 0.35 0 33 142.1 
Sand 24 2 4480 0.53 0.35 0 30 115.2 
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Table 3.5: Summary of loads used. 






Front Axle 8200 94 5.27 
Tag Axle 4300 109.5 3.54 
Front Dual 11,950 94.5 4.49 
Rear Dual 11,950 94.5 4.49 







Table 3.4 contains the properties of the asphalt layer, fine crushed stone layer, 
very coarse crushed stone layer, and the sand layer. These inputs are required for the 
computation of the Resilient Modulus of the base layers by both programs. Ki and K2 are 
experimentally derived constants that were assumed using the documentation from both 
programs applied to the characteristics of the test section materials. This assumption 
represents a possible source of error in the results. Ko represents the coefficient of earth 
pressure and is most greatly affected by the degree of compaction of the material. It was 
chosen primarily based on recommendations from the MICHPAVE software. Poisson's 
ratio (n) for granular materials as well as asphalt is widely accepted to be in the range of 
0.33-0.35 (Huang 2004). Cohesion for crushed stone and sand is 0 and the internal 
friction angle, phi, was conservatively estimated using accepted values (Das 2008). 
Table 3.5 contains the wheel loads and tire pressures that were measured and recorded 
prior to the truck passes over the sensor arrays. It also contains the radius of the circular 
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wheel load used by both KENLAYER and MICHPAVE, determined using the tire 
pressure and wheel load. It should be noted that the dynamic modulus analysis and creep 
analysis was not yet completed on asphalt samples from the test section so comparable 
data were obtained from a New Hampshire mix containing 25% RAP. This data was 
used for the Creep Compliance inputs for KENPAVE, along with a duration of load of 
0.2 seconds, and the Elastic Modulus value used for the asphalt layer in MICHPAVE. 
The use of this substitute data could be a possible source of error between the predicted 
software structural responses and the measured responses. 
The locations of the sensors in relation to the load were determined using digital 
imagery, mentioned previously. The minimum distance possible, during any particular 
truck pass, from the center of any wheel load to the sensor was taken to be the location of 
interest for the predicted stress or strain. Due to the resolution of the digital image, 96 
dpi vertical and horizontal, this method of determining the load locations may induce 
additional error in the analysis. As shown in Figure 3.9, predicted strain measurements 
are extremely sensitive to the distance from the load. This figure shows that the strain 
can vary by approximately 100 me within five inches for a typical longitudinal or 
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Figure 3.9: Predicted strain using KENLAYER. 
Predicted stress values are similarly sensitive to lateral distances. Figure 3.10 shows the 
predicted stress for load 1 of each run by KENLAYER and MICHPAVE. It shows that 
stress can vary by as much as three psi over five inches. Measured strain values are 
extremely sensitive to the distance from the load as well. Figure 3.11 shows a typical 
waveform for the front wheel of the test truck traveling at approximately 16 mph as it 
approaches and passes close to a longitudinal and a transverse strain gage. Using the 
speed of the truck, the x-axis was converted from time to distance. It shows that the 
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Figure 3.11: Typical sensor strain waveform for a single wheel. 
Similarly, measured stress values are sensitive to distance from the load however become 
less sensitive with depth. Figure 3.12 shows how the stress changes with distance at two 
different depths, right below the asphalt layer and 28.625" deep. It is apparent that the 
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magnitude of pressure change over 10" for example, is much less at a 28.625" depth than 
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Figure 3.12: Sensor stress pulse at two depths. 
The source of error due to inaccurate lateral wheel location will be significantly reduced 
when the axle sensing strips are installed. Tables of radial distances of the sensors from 
the loads, used in the software models, can be found in Appendix B. 
3.7.2 Software Limitations 
The two programs used have unique limitations that may affect the accuracy of 
the analysis. Each of these limitations can be a possible source of error in structural 
responses predicted. 
The KENLAYER software only allows dual tandem loads to be applied with 
consistent loads and pressures across the dual tandem. It also does not allow for a single 
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axle to be combined with a dual tandem. For this reason and for ease of computation the 
front axle load and tag axle load was modeled as a single axle load, the remaining dual 
tandem was modeled as a dual tandem with loads and tire pressures averaged over the 
four wheel loads. 
The MICHPAVE software only calculates the structural response based on one 
circular wheel load. The loads applied were identical to the loads used in KENLAYER 
and the structural responses for multiple loads were determined using superposition. The 
non-linear, granular properties Ko, Ki, K2, cohesion and friction angle were determined as 
explained previously and could be a source of possible error in the analysis as they may 
not be exactly representative of the in situ conditions. 
It is recognized that these assumptions and limitations affect the accuracy of these 
results. The sources of error in the analysis will be more comprehensively explained in 
Section 3.7.4. This analysis, at this stage of data collection, is not meant to be 
comprehensive or exact, but is meant to show that bias and variation exists within the 
structural response models. Future calibration efforts should strive to limit any 
assumptions and minimize any software limitations. 
3.7.3 Results of Structural Response Comparison 
It can be shown that both programs generally underestimated strain measurements 
at the bottom of the asphalt layer using plots of measured strain on the y-axis and 
predicted strain on the x-axis. If the measured strains were perfectly predicted by the 
program then the plotted points would line up on a line with a slope of one. This line is 
called the line of equality. Points located above this line represent points that were 
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numerically underestimated by the software. One nuance to this analysis is that tension is 
positive and compression is negative. Therefore, in the compression zone, points below 
the line of equality are points where the software has underestimated the magnitude of 
compression. A line fitted to the points shows the mean of the data and its location above 
or below the line of equality illustrates any bias. 
KENLAYER clearly underestimated compression and tension measurements, 
shown in Figure 3.13. MICHPAVE also clearly underestimates strain for both tension 
and compression measurements as shown in Figure 3.14. It was also found that 
KENLAYER underestimated stress measurements and MICHPAVE overestimated stress 
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Figure 3.14: Measured strain compared to MICHPAVE strain. 
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Figure 3.15: Measured stress compared to KENLAYER stress. 
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Figure 3.16: Measured stress compared to MICHPAVE stress. 
A statistical analysis of the differences between the measured and predicted stresses and 
strains found in Table 3.7 numerically reinforces the conclusions presented above. A 
negative mean difference represents an underestimation by the software and a positive 
mean difference represents an overestimation by the software. A correlation of one 
represents perfect prediction of the stress or strain. 
Table 3.7: Statistical properties of differences between measured and predicted 
Mean Difference Correlation 
KENLAYER Strain (me) 
MICHPAVE Strain (me) 
KENLAYER Stress (psi) 





Further analysis of the strain predictions shows that the longitudinal strain readings are 
predicted more accurately than the transverse strain readings. Figure 3.17 shows that 
many of the transverse strain predictions were opposite in sign and much smaller in 
magnitude as compared to the measured strain readings. Figure 3.18 shows that a 
majority of the longitudinal strain predictions, although smaller in magnitude, were the 
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correct sign. Likely causes for this include incorrect lateral load locations and a larger 
load application area in the field than in the software analysis. 
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Figure 3.18: Longitudinal strain predictions compared to measured strain readings. 
Upon further examination of the predicted stress measurements shown in Figures 3.19 
through 3.22, it is apparent that both programs overestimated stress at the deepest layer. 
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MICHPAVE also appears to have overestimated the stress at 28.625" depth, shown in 
Figure 3.21. A potential causes for this pattern is that the sand layer is thicker at our test 
location and the pressure sensor is deeper than 52.625". Care was taken to install the 
sensors at correct elevations however GPS location capability was not available for the 
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Figure 3.20: Predicted Stress at 16.625". 
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3.7.4 Structural Response Comparison Conclusion 
It was previously mentioned that the variation between various structural response 
models was found to be 15% at most by the developers of the MEPDG. A comparison of 
the KENLAYER and MICHPAVE predictions shows that, in this case, the differences in 
stress are large while the differences in strain are smaller. Figure 3.23 and Figure 3.24, 
reinforced by Table 3.8, show that there is less variation and more correlation in the 
strain measurements than in the stress measurements. The figures and table also show 
that KENLAYER generally predicted larger magnitude strains and smaller magnitude 
stresses. 
Table 3.8: Differences between MICHPAVE and KENPAVE. 
Mean Difference Correlation 
Predicted Strains (me) 
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Figure 3.24: Comparison of predicted stresses. 
The sources of error within the measured and predicted structural response 
comparison are two-fold. There is error introduced into the model by the presence of 
differences between field values and modeled values. There is also error in the capability 
of the model itself of predicting the structural response. Under ideal conditions the error 
introduced by inaccurate field inputs would be minimal compared to the error produced 
by the model itself. The intent of the calibrated load test was to show the bias and 
variation was caused by the model itself. Further research is needed to continue to 
reliably identify the source for the differences between the measured and predicted 
values, the model or the field inputs. Presumably a bias in a structural response will 
result in a bias in the damage or distress prediction that uses a particular structural 
response. This analysis, combined with research mentioned previously, shows the benefit 
of the local calibration. 
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3.8 Initial MEPDG Analysis 
An initial analysis of the research section was performed with the MEPDG using 
the material properties described previously, combined with traffic and climate data. The 
climate data for a nearby weather station was obtained through the MEPDG software and 
the traffic inputs were obtained from the NHDOT. 
Traffic information obtained from the NHDOT showed an annual average daily 
traffic count (AADT) of 31,000 near exit 12 on Route 16. The nearest location where a 
traffic analysis was performed, exit 8, produced data that showed 4.4% truck traffic. This 
produced an annual average daily truck traffic (AADTT) of 1364. This AADTT is the 
required input for the MEPDG and represents the extent of knowledge of the traffic at 
this location. The remaining traffic related inputs were left in the default configuration. 
The analysis showed that, at 80% reliability, the section would fail in IRI, top 
down cracking of the asphalt, and bottom up cracking of the asphalt. It appears that 
rutting is not a concern for this section as the total rutting over the 20 year design life was 
predicted to be 0.52", less than the threshold of 0.75". The failure of the roughness 
index, or IRI, was predicted to occur approximately 13 years into the road's design life. 
Top down cracking and bottom up cracking at reliability was predicted to fail 
approximately two years into the road's design life. 
This analysis used default values for creep and dynamic modulus properties as 
project specific properties were not available. It is possible that the use of these default 
values as well as the general nature of the traffic inputs affects the results and introduces 
error. 
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CHAPTER 4: CONCLUSIONS 
4.1 Summary 
A location was selected for the installation of an instrumented pavement section 
with a climate monitoring station. This test section is the first instrumented test section in 
New Hampshire and represents a major step toward completing the local calibration of 
the MEPDG in New Hampshire. The sensor layout was designed to collect strain and 
stress measurements at critical locations throughout the section to be used to aid in the 
local calibration of the MEPDG. The majority of the pavement sensors were installed 
along with the climate monitoring station and initial data were collected. The initial 
climate data were archived and calibrated truck tests were carried out on the pavement 
section. The stress and strain measurements from the calibrated truck passes were 
compared to stress and strain predictions obtained from software models. The software 
models were developed using material properties collected throughout the sensor 
installation process. Finally, these properties were combined with climate and traffic 
inputs to perform an initial analysis with the MEPDG. Conclusions and 
recommendations for future work related to the instrument categories are presented in the 
following sections. 
4.2 Weather Station Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research 
The weather station installation and subsequent data collection is considered a 
success. All sensors are functioning properly and data is transmitted on demand and 
stored on the dedicated project computer. 
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The data will be a useful source of information to produce the MEPDG climatic 
file for future MEPDG analyses. The addition of a relative humidity sensor would be 
beneficial to supplement the data being gathered by this station. A maintenance plan for 
sensor cleaning and instrument cabinet monitoring will be required for accurate future 
data collection from these sensors. Long term sensor care should include sensor 
repositioning, sensor calibration checks and re-calibrations as well as data logger 
accuracy checks. The precision of the rain gage should be checked and further compared 
to the rain gage located at the Rochester Fairgrounds to ensure its accuracy. Finally, a 
procedure for the weather station data to be more widely available could be considered. 
4.3 In-Road Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Research 
The in-road sensor installation was also considered successful. All sensors are 
functioning and data collection is user friendly. As mentioned previously, there are many 
uses for the data collected by these sensors. 
In the future, a maintenance plan for the data loggers used on the in-road sensors 
will be required as well as a more comprehensive data management plan. The final 
sensors, the axle sensing strips and asphalt temperature sensors will be installed after the 
asphalt wearing surface is placed. 
Based on the usage determined for the data, a field testing plan should be 
implemented to maximize the usefulness of the data obtained. It would be beneficial to 
conduct testing at various times throughout the year to capture the environmental effects 
on the pavement. Testing that occurs before the axle sensing strips are installed should 
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include the most accurate lateral load location procedure possible. Higher resolution 
digital imagery or the use of survey equipment should be considered. 
4.4 Model Comparison Conclusions and Recommendations 
Continued research related to the structural response models would be beneficial 
for determining and reducing the sources of error introduced into the models. 
It is recommended that the model inputs continue to be refined. The use of the 
Dynamic Modulus and Creep Compliance data for the asphalt layer may increase 
accuracy. Treatment of the asphalt layer as elastic in the KENLAYER model may be 
beneficial as well. Treatment of all the layers as elastic may also be a valid 
consideration. If the unbound layers are continued to be treated as nonlinear, then the 
effective Resilient Modulus of those layers should be similar, if not exact, between 
KENLAYER and MICHPAVE and should closely match measured values. 
Simplification of the locations of calculation for the model may also be considered. 
Using a load of known magnitude, FWD or LWD, in one location would significantly aid 
in simplifying the measured and predicted comparison. Direct access to the intermediate 
structural responses used by the MEPDG would also provide a more direct comparison. 
Ultimately, any bias of the structural response will be evident in bias of the distress or 
damage prediction and can be mitigated by performing the local calibration. These 
measured structural responses combined with pavement distress surveys could be used 
for future calibration efforts. 
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APPENDIX A: Sensor Documents 
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CS300 
Apogee Silicon Pyranometer 
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Temperature Probes 
Models 107 and 108 
The 107 and 10$ arc rugged, accurate pr»'fx». that measure air, 
soil, and v.Mfct temperature in variety ot applications, These 
probes consist ot .1 thermistor cih a p-a dated 111 an epow-fi l led 
.aluminum housing Tlx- In .using protect-. the theinu-.tor allowing 
the probes to be buried or submei>;ed. The 107" measures from 
-35" to + 50 C. the k>8 from -5' to + u 5 C 
Please note that the 107 and 10? are not compatible with the 
CmXW-wfe*. dataloggers Honvcvvr, 4 similar thermistor, t l * K H 
lias been develi>ped specifically tor <HirCR200-serit» datalogger. 
Sensor Mounts 
When exposed to sunlight, the l i C and h'X probe;, must he housed in a 41303-5A radiation shield. To attach the 
41303-5A to a CM202, CM204, or CM2« i» ci««*arm. place the 41303-5A* u-holt in the bottom holes. To attach the 
radiation shield dirivtly to a tripod mast, tower mast or tower leg, place the vi-bolt in the side holes. 
413Q3-5A- 41303-SA -
Tripod or "fewer Mast -
107 or 108 - Tripod or Tower Mast < ^ 
CM202 Crossarm 
Ordering Information 
107-L I or Temperature Probe with user-specified lead length; enter the lead length (in feet") 
Tor example, a specifies a lead length, 
10S-L ll»S Temperature Probe with ii'-er-.peutied lead length; enter the lead length {in teetl 
Fi>r ovimple, a lt 'S-!> specif ios a o' lead length. 




Recommended Lead Lengths 
2 m Height Atop a tripod of tower via a 2 ft crossatm such as the CM202 
Mast/leg CM202 cm CM10 CM110 CM115 CM 120 urio UT20 UT30 
si' 11' 11" 14' 14' 19' 24' w 24' 37" 
Xote: At" tuxijeet to the cubic length if yea are mttmtting Hu tndomte en the kg bate 0/ <? !:$t'J-mi$kt tripod. 
CAMPBELL SCIENTIFIC, INC" 
WHEN MEASUREMENTS MATTER 
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Specifications 
Weight 5 oz with a 10' cable (136 g with a 305 cm cable* 
Length: 4,1" (10.4 cmf 
Diameter: <0,3" (0.5 cm) 
Sensor: BetaTherm 100K6A1 Thermistor 
107 Probe 
Temperature Measurement Range: -35* to +50'C 
Interchange-ability Erior: Tvpicallv < +U 2 C over 0 ti> t^' C range lnctvaMng to iii 4 C ,it -4ti C 
Meinhart-Hart liquation frroi (C. RRimo dataloggers onM •'•noi c_ over-35 to-t^uC 
[\Jvnomial I mean/.ition Eiror 'Fdl»>£ dataloggers only* Tvphallv « Jit 5'C over -»S to + 50 C range, 
«±0.1VC over -24' to +48 C lange 
Time Constant in Air: Between 30 and 60 seconds in a wind speed of 5 m sec*' 
Temperature Measurement Range: -5<! to +^ 5:C 
Interehangeability Error: Typically <±0J2'C over CC to 70X range increasing to ±0.3JC at 05X 
Steinhart-Hart Equation Error (CRRimc dataloggers only): 5 ±0.01'"C over -5" to +«5:'C 
Polynomial Linearization ErroHf-'dlog dataloggi-r-. only): Typically <±0.5"C at the -5:;> to +«0SC range 
Time Constant in Air: Between 30 and «T» second-, in a wind speed of 5 m sec"' 
108 Probe 
X .Veff m li)7Bs>xi ItVR ptslvs 
•uzv hxvux d'foU-h- !vc.j:tsc ih<' iilT 
,<<:« prA>c> c.ii ?.v.v ??,v.£s.w se:.' 
utter .V.,;;!vr.;.'.ve, 
81 aw. 1U00M I Utah B438t-17B« | US» I ~ <- « IS| 7S3«3« I www.cjimjsbjt8ei.scm 
I i Cn-^ n^ | Ef^ tes! j * j Gs-f . | "^ a 1 S, . t USA 
CosriT»«e>1W.2« 
Canton 'tK PrrfxtS A&(2<X>I 
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Texas Electronics Tipping Bucket Rain Gages 
CAMPBELL 
SCIENTIFIC 
The TE525-series tipping Ihk ket rain gages are manu-
factured by Texas Electronics. Thev tunnel precipita-
tion into a bucket mechanism that tips when tilled to 
a calibrated level. A magnet attached to the tipping 
mechanism actuates a switch as the bucket tips. The 
momentary switch CIOSUJ e is counted by the pulse-
counting circuitry ot Campbell Scientific dataloggers. 
Three models are available 
• TE525WS—piovides an S-inch diameter orifice. 
and measures m 001 -inch increments 
»TE525-—provides a <>-mch diameter orilke, and 
measures in (i.ul-inch increments 
»TE525.MM—provides a ^ r.-inch orifice. and 
measures m u.l-mm increments 
/ 
iil'-.i-ms. K> th* H-iK-rici 
loritke. 
Mounting 
The TE525-senes rain gages mount to a CM300-
senes Mounting Pole or a user-supplied 15* IPS 
pule. Sevei al pedestal options are available to 
secure a ( M on eries pole to the ground (see 
Ordering Ini 11 it ion on page 2). Accurate 
measuiemt.nl. utjuire the gage to be level. 
Snowfall Adapter 
Campbell Scientific s CS~n5 Snowfall Conversion 
Adapter uses antifreeze to melt snow, allowing the 
TE525WS to measure the water content of snow. 
The CS705 cannot be directly used with either the 
TE525 or TE525MM However, both the IT525 and 
TE525MM can be converted to a TE325WS by return 
ing them to Campbell Scientific. For more informa-
tion about the CS70?, refer to the <.S~Q5 brochure. 
Wind Screen 
Campbell Scientific offers the 2t>n-t>55 Wind Screen 
to help minimize the affect of wind on the rain mea-
surements. This wind screen consists of 32 leaves that 
hang freely and swing as the wind moves past them. 
-i "i*...' j> '43501 l. > u : i i 
t , 'It >'• t. UP no [;»•'-' tl . i » 5 * 
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Ordering Information 
Tipping Bucket Raingages 
Riwmntctkixicd'U-U-isgth is 2>fixt, kit ms;ir customers w.'J 
aider,< 50-fi abb topUM iwgtigciwuvfrct?! :he iwror;t;p,\t 
TE525WS-L -.'t aS>-  .( 
i, <'!-:!•>>»»•;« tr.tw c.s^V Mi );>> -in f>'—! the -L 
Vui; ''i; ' • ^ .. jl -^' i*V5 i ; * :'<. • X -
Tf$2S4. Tipp-igb;. ifS '.',!th -> :ixK .",.•••>! .-T,;-
£r vs if-r.^ h .(," f- itK-f th*-4. 
cKv." J '.,i!A-»-r:min I", .-"! - -pt Ml •>*! l-vk'-ti-
TE525MM-L Tipp.ivj h.'Ut wth 24 f-r-, J: <.n>.» 
0 ! - r " ' f i ? : ( En ' . ' - t i . - i - ; t r n r - - . ^ v r Th~ - I 
Oble Termination Options (choos* on« 
-PT C • if! --.'.!if,f •: •: i^ -cl :Vr 
. nr.,',- tvo J.'jt < . 
-PW C ih''-' r;::^  v „v yt.r.fimr.;,! -v 
Mounting Poles 
C M 3 0 0 „'3- :.<,ti V . - J M I N p..-'- A - I - \,-p 
CM305 4.V««b .Vc-ur.tmj f'-: a •>. <»p 
CMS 10 -,Mf,.;h y<-.ir>!.r.-| f' ,'."h C >r-
P«d«ta! Options for Mounting Pol«$ {choose <xi»i 
-NP •.•< * 
-PJ ; fi. ,-f.it 
:*.»:: .>r~>i.". >5. I".;..' 
- f t ' V - S . . - : * . - ' U ! - i.-.-.,"!- > j v - : > . ! - , • : ; ' . 
Common Accessories 
CS705 - . 
10669 & u -
"t - A 
* i tsfr&s«>; 
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0 3 0 0 2 & 03101 
RM Young Wind Sentry Set & Anemometer 
R. M. Young's 03002 Wind Sentry Set accurately mea-
sures wind spei d and direct ion The 03101 provides 
lust the anemometer tor customers who only want 
wind speed measurements These sensors interface 
directlv with our datalogger, no signal conditioning 
is lequired Al of our contemporary dataloggers and 
many of our letiied dataloggers (e.g., CR510, CRlOX, 
( R23X) are compatible with the Wind Sentry. 
'Hie Wind Sentry uses a three-cup anemometer to mea-
sure wind speed. Rotation of the cup wheel produces an 
ac sine wave that is directlv proportional to wind speed 
The tiecjuency ol the ac signal is measured by a datalog-
ger pulse count channel, then converted to engineering 
units tmph, m\ knots? t ampbel Scientific'* version 
ot the Wind Sentry uses shielded bearings which lowe-is 
the anemometer's thieshold 
Wind direction is sensed by a potentiometer. With the 
precision excitation voltage from the datalogger ap-
plied to the potentiometer element, the output signal 
is an analog voltage that is directly ptupot tiunal to the 
•uimuth angle of the wind direction. 
An ideal application for the Wind Sentry is wind pro-
file studies For this application, the I.I.AC4 -J-channel 
Low Level AC Conversion Module can be used to 
increase the number of Wind Sentry Sets measiited by 
one datalogger. The 1.1.AC 4 allows datalogger control 
ports to read the anemometer's ac signals instead of 
using pulse channels. Dataloggers compatible with the 
1.I.AC.4 are the (. R2n0-series tac signal 1.1 kHz. only i. 
CRftfiO, CR850, CRlOon, CR30(111,and CR5U00. 
Mounting 
The 113002 is supplied with a 12-tach-long x 1 -inch IPS 
unthreaded aluminum pipe, which mounts to a crossarm 
via a CM220 Mount or l"s»?3 NU-RAlL fitting. When 
purJused sep.italelv, the <>3)01 anemometer is supplied 
with a galvanized 10-inch-longx %-inch IPS threaded 
pipe, which mounts to a crossiirm via a CM220 Mount 
or 104«> NT-RAIL fitting. The 03002 or 03101 can also 
he mounted to the top ot a ("Ml 10. CM 115, or CM 120 
stain less-steel tripod tripod via theCM216. 
Recommended Lead Lengths 
hi • • . Kit't •>. it' i ,-...••11 . .- tCM220 Mount and 
•'.'tivli! 'i'r " i ; r -I with the sensor). 
Ordering information 
Wind Sensors 
030024. >'. • , • -, *. . ' r rh !<>- •* 
031014. >. .f'-~ •*• • .^J r'-
CablwT>?!miri3U?n Options fchcoss on^ i 
-PT ..a • «.» ,r - • ' • . v 
1 < v - . , 
-PW ,V , .|>. • , • , , 
I f. r. • • 1 . >. S - i ' ~ 
Mount! 
CM 220 MI'S - Vs'f> :.»!-'•>••,• ,i.. 
' * - T ' > fi> " "h t V , ' > 2 " ' . V ' % , r 
I79SI t ;ru,,< « ,»,.,jth. .v.',. . • • . • •>> , - , < i j iv: ; -
1049 •• h . r V I ! 
M i * < f , U ^ - C 
V. -!•>->,. T' " t .. >'. •> i 
( • , i i 
CM2I6 > •!< ---.li' • !*•• -v 
; » -«..• ' ,'H". • *' . v- -..i'm- 3 
CMS CM 10 CM1J0 CM115 CM120 UT10 UT20 UT30 
10ft Bit 19ft ;?.ft 24 ft ,'i n 
These kad Ungths 4mm the senser H minted atop the tripod/tower via a CMX2 crossarm. 
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Specifications 
Wind Sentry Assembly 















Outpu t Frequency: 
Cup Wheel Oiameter: 
Weight: 
Anemometer 
ii-inch IPS Ftp* 
-?C' to+SOC .wan-iing 
n^ n-rimma v^ -id tusns 
s.r» • 1> r.m, hi 
4>.> cm. i S.Tiri-Jii 
f'-t «.v«&n m-.tr urr,. --its 
34 -ii;ii il i-i inch-.nounts 
cr. iMn.tifd J-r-.'h IPS pips 
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CRT OOP Specifications 
ktcttnad iptHlkatwm tttt valid a w a -25' to +50 C wtgf talkss otherwise sptafieti, ti<m-(Gmiett<,it:g anirimmtiu h-ijwicit. To mmuuiin eketfioil 
ipedflMticni, CtiittpMI Scientific >e<oiii:intuh ittalibtiSuig ilatuioggeti eivry two iviiti, KV tcivmmemi lh<it lite svjtew ccsnfiguMtiiw <wdcnlual 
speapMtiem areeonfitmed nith Otmphdl VK,»<i(ir before putcha<e. 
PROGRAM EXECUTION RATE 10msto30min. ® 10 ms increments, 
ANALOG INPUTS 
8 d»f««Mi8l (Of) or 16 i h ^ H n M iSE) individual ronligurssi Channel expanstert p»o«teie>l by AM1&32B and AM2ST mulSpl«te«s. RANGES and RESOLUTION; Basic rwolutten (Bast; R«si & the A'O rewMieri d a single 
ocwersk**. R^ioiuiton of Of measurement* 
with input teversal i» half t i e Basle Re*. 
Ifpvt H-Xenpi i^&ape fofvt Of Bmis RmwimW fies iW? PtestiiW <{000 807 1S» 
* 2 » 0 S » W7 «2» *>« ««.7 ±2£ 3 33 «.? i7.8 Iffl ZO «2.s <533 o.er 
' flange MtMl ol"8\ easts t» all r sr.jss K> gusastas KM fUl-sca» vanes «m t»l cause ev»-rinse. 
•Resound ot OF msasuemann win jnful reversal. 
ACCURACY*; at0,0$% of reading + offset), <f » 40"C ±>0.12% <4 I—Onq + oM««), -2Se to SVC 
«0 18% ol rMdhg • o«M«), -SS» to«*C(-XTot%) *T?» sensor ins mem/errant sow not tsua w*J B» cnssts are H» BIKMMflg: Oit&af r» DP w.tnpj! reversal»1S.Basfc Res * 1.0 pv osw for Xf w© input t«ws»i - uw otsset s£ - - 3.C pv INPUT NOISE VOLTAGE; For DF measurements «W> iffxl reversal on £2,5 mV tiput ranpe.dptai r«*olul»r>dcmnMM lor higher ranges-. 2S0 pS Wegratttn; 0,34 }»V RMS Sft^O Hz Integrate 0 IfrpV RMS 
MINIMUM TIME BETWEEN VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS: Inetate® «» measurement time and ocrwersko to *nqr*--nrKi units. Fc< voltage ms«miremer«&, CRI'XO integrate th* input tor 0.2S ms or a full 16.S® to or 20 ms lr» cyefe tor 5W60 Hj »ms# i»i««pon . DF rosasune-nuntt wi»! inpid revwsa) in<wpt>r8t« t»x> W«gr»-with reversed input to reduce dermal «ff»t and ccrr.nvn errors and ihwr*fc>fe tmo& m tong, . 260 ps AMkj tnMamtorv m» 8E 
1J80 Hi Analog ~20ms8E 1/50 Hz Analog hwgratbn: ms SE 
INPUT LIMITS: ±5V 
OC COMMON MODE REJECTION: >100 dS 
NORMAL MODE REJECTION: 70 dB © €0 Hz 
wlWi tsing 60 Hz 
SUSTAINED INPUT VOLTAGE W.-0 DAMAGE: 
t16¥<te ma*. 
INPUT CURRENT: il nA typfeal. nA n»x 
#WC;t90nA#8S'C 
INPUT RESISTANCE: 20 Qohma typteal 
ACCURACY OF BUILT-IN REFERENCE JUNCTION 
THERMISTOR jtor t»»rm><»uple meMu«m«t&): 
-2S« to SCO 
±0.8<e, 4S' to «S«C (-XT <jif) 
ANALOG OUTPUTS 3 switched active only during measurement, en^  al a tlm®. 
RANOE Af® RESOLUTION; VWtaje out pun pK^rsim-mable V with 0.€7 mV res^ iuticn. 
ACCURACV, ±(0.0». + 0.« mV>, V to 40f>C 
4(0.12% ol MMing + 0.8 mVi", -2S' to 93»C o) »ttinj • 0 8 niV), -SS» to 86«C f-XTool>> 
CURRENT SOL«CINaSINKINS: tZSmA 
RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS MEASUREMENT TYPES; ThACRIOOOpmWs  raftorrHrtri; m^ -asuferr^ rts. si 4- and bridges, and 2-, 3-, «td 4-»ire t-wlt bridjM P>«>se. dual (jolarity excitation us«3 an* of 3 snUct^ J excitatMins eliminates-J: errcrs. 
RATIO ACCURACY*: Assumhg «eitaticn voSaje of ai least 1000 mV. bc^ n© resistor euoi. 0^.04% ©I voltoje wding * oflMt^V, *fte Mnsor atw «r»saireii»« MM are r»l tMtiJea iw onsets are Me Mowing: cri»i rji cf wnpui iftetsa . i ;use Res . l.a |>¥ crr»tt.r ttF*fel!)pi!fsws<l Res->2,91^  
onset ur SE - seasft (K» * to (iv Offset values »m reduced b^  a iactot oi 2 vthsn exeftaton rewe^sal is used. 
PERIOD AVERAGING MEASUREMENTS The awra^  br a slngte cycle^  is determined % mtewrp the average duraton el a specified number ef cycles. The period resolution ts 192 ns divided toy speefed ntmt« d q«ie« » be measured: ft* pertcd acairacy is ±<0,01% of readrg • resoiwter^ , Ary d the IS SE ^ afcsg nsuts can be used fer period •>«agir>g, Signal limiting are lypcaly nqu<R>d tor tie SE 
INPUT FREQUENCY RANGE: Input tf*t* to pmtf Mm, Mt<* fi^nge Min May Wge VV fcmi. ±2S>» mV SOOmV 10 V 2 S|» 2COLHZ ±250 mV 10 mV 2 V 10t»» SO kHz ±25,1nV SmV 2 V £21» 8kHz 
±2,Smtf 2mV 2V 100i» S KHz htie serial is ^ ntei^ d at trie 
irAiJfryrf! -1 M^mum Ptise v«t<sh> 
tw » t f » «gra». 
PULSE COUNTERS Two 24-bit mp«t& tor switch chsure, hi^ v 
fce^iuerey pul», or tew-level AO, 
MAX MUM COUNTS PER SCAN: IS.TdO1 
SWITCH CLOSURE MODE: 
Mtnfmmi Switch Clos«dTme: 5 me 
fcWmurn S»«ch Open Th»; 6 ms 8»sunceTime: 1 rra open w?'o bemg counted 
HIGH-FREQUENCY PULSE MODE; 
Maximum Input Frequerey: 260 kHz Maxinrum fetput ^ Ita^ e: J20 V VoltageThresheWs: CountupentHWitonIrera betoor 0.9 V to above 22V after ii^ nit lite wi»i 1,2 (i> time constant, LW-LEVEL AC MODE: hternal AC coupling lentoves AC offsets up » ±0.5 V, 
Input Hyaeresia: 12 mV # 1 Hz Majstmum^c feputV^lta^e: 420 V fc&nimum ao Input ^ tage: Sm« wave jmV RMSi 
20 1.0w 20 200 O S to 200 2000 0,3 to 10,000 SOW 0.3 to 20,000 
DIGITAL I/O PORTS $ ports software m binary inputs or control outputs. C1-C& ais*:> provide vdge timing, 5i>iouDne SnlerrupWsfcske' up, svirtch clc^ ure pube eotriting, h i^ freqoerey pui» OMfiting, asyrehtawos communica-tbr» jUARI), SDI-12 commtnteatems, «rid SOW 
HiSH-FREOUENCY PULSE MAX: 100 kHz 
SWITCH CLOSURE FREQUENCY MAX.: 1 SO Hz 
OUTPUT VOLTAGES (no load); high 5.0 V ±0.1 V; 
tow <0.1 
OUTPUT RESISTANCE 330 ohms 
INPUT STATE: high 3.8 to 16 V: to* -8.0 to 1,2 V 
INPUT HYSTERESIS: 1.4 V 
INPUT RESISTANCE; ITOtehms 
SERIAL DevtCE-RS-212 SUPPORT Oto S V UART 
SWITCHED 12 V One independent 12 V unregulated sou«es switched on and OH undrr p<«;-itam control. Thermal fuse H&ld currer* > g00 n>A * 20*C, «B0mA« 5W, 3S0 mA 
« m^c. 
SOI-12 INTERFACE SUPPORT Ccr^oi ports 1( 2-. 5. and? may be eertligured kx SDi-12 mynchrcmt^  ccmrmnfeatfim. Uploten SDi-12sena'marest|>f»rtedpertx*1. It meets SDI-12 Standard version 1.3for datalogger imxte. 
CE COMPLIANCE STAM?ARD(S) TO WHICH CONFORMITY IS DECLARED: eC6132«'2iX<2 
CPU AND INTERFACE PROCESSOR- Renesas H8S 2322 (1S-M CPU with 
32-fcsit internal core) 
PROTOCW.S SUPPORTED: Rak8us, Mxlbus, ONP3, 
FTR HTTP, XML, POPS. SMTP, Telnet, NTCIP NTP, 
SOI-12. SOU MEMORY: 2 MBct Flash 1st cperatag system: 4 MB of battery-baited SRAM for CPU usage, program 
CLOCK ACCUfW-Y ±a mid. |»r year 
PARALLEL INTERFACE CornpaaFlaah or Ethernet peripherals SERIAL NTERFACES; CS I.-0 port s used to inter-1s»wMi Campbel ScKtltifc peripherals; RS-232 DCE p:-n is to* foettery-powered ccmputer or non-CSI modem wnnection. Baud rat^ s aie seiectabie tornbr*to 11S2Mops ASCIIptetxoliscna start t<t, one stop bit, eight dais bits, wi rv> panty, 
SYSTEM POWER REQUIREMENTS 
VOLTACiE' S6K. 1« V<fc (reverse petrify protected) 
TYPICAL CURRENT DRAIN: 
Steep Mode: <»O.S mA 1 Hz Scan ie <WI nms., «0 Hz rej„ 2 p«tw im) wiRS-2S2 »m»uni«fco; 19 mA RS-232 comurwoDon- 4.2 mA 1 Hz Scan i» Ml reeaa. ps nieg, 1 puk* tmm.'i 
» communi^tcri: 1b.7 mA wo RS-232 communication: 1mA 105 Hz Sean (4 <lli 250 ps «aeg.i «.RS-232 comraurxcafcon: 274 mA wo RS-232 communication: 16.2 mA CR1000KD CURRENT DRAIN: lnacti«.' negtgWe A^rve tto fcackli^lt 7 mA A.arw n^MKWigW: 100 mA EXTERNAL BATTERIES: 12V* nominal 
PHYSICAL 
MEASUREMENT CONTROL MOOI.E SI2E: 8.5' * 3.r * 0.85* (21,«*e,fl * 22cmj 
CB1000WP WIRING PANEL SIZE 64* » 4" x2 4* 
(23.9 * 102 x 6.1 cm); additional clearance required 
tor serial cable and senscf leads, 
WEIGHT; 2.1 ibs(1 ^  
WARRANTY sgskigt delects in materials and 'worVmanship 
Campbel Sctemiftc, Iik. 8ISWI800N Login, Utah S4321-I784 i43S! 7SJ-2342 »-»wxitmpbeilsci.»fn us* »si»»iw a»s.c* cosk»i:» swsiamo rtuxct «e«m an* sovrx s«i« 
Csiyfgil i :X4 Orb»ttoer«c, "ic 
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BPALK and PS 100 
Power Supplies for CR80Q, CR8S0, and CRT 000 
fS-1 CAMPBELL 
*5IJ SCIENTIFIC 
rU b'V - , U<*r » 
><•,•,-1.4 ' f - s , . I t 
11K* P. PA IK and PS 100 ate 12 Ydc power supplies 
for our C.RWXi, CRs?o, < .Rlooo. ( RinX, C R510, or 
< R500 dat.iloggers, and peripherals, Ihey can aho 
be used as a separate auxiliary 12- Y power supply to 
power remotely located sensors or peripherals, such as 
a nnilttpl exer located at a distance trom the datalogger 
enclosure. However, to avoid errois in analog mea-
surements and ground loops, the power supplies must 
share a common ground, 
BPALK Alkaline Power Supply 
"lhe RPALk' is an alkaline 12-Ydc, 7.5-Ahr power supply 
that consists of eight replaceable P-cell alkaline batter-
ies. battery connectors, and a temporary I2-Y AA bat-
tery pack 1-8862) used during P-cell replacement. lhe 
SSr>2 requires eight AA-cel batteries (not included}. 
Alkaline batteries are not rechargeable, and their Amp 
hour ratings decrease with temperature extremes. 
Alkaline battenes may Kak when used outside the 
temperature range of-25° to +>nrf. or when the Kit-
ten' voltage drops below cu-> 
Thec,S'.£ii: ,, i wri s. >?• 
gers It itvli, .J r^v* r j. 
* » * 
t f ; - "i 
,-! ,!*?.-", .si- ' i r-
i 
•'1 vjs_y 
i ' i 1 1 , i 1. i 
1 1 i i 1 I ..!. ) 1 , 1 - © . , l l 
I I i * Iv i I * | I 
» i t r- ' ' 
PS 100 Rechargeable Power Supply 
The PS lot) ts a 12-Ydc. T-Ahr rechargeable power sup-
ply that consists of a scaled rechatgeable battery and a 
voltage regulator 'lhe regulator conttols the current 
flowing to the battery and prevents the battery cur-
rent from flowing to the chaiging source, lhe sealed 
rechargeable battery should be trickle-charged via ae 
power or solar power (see below). 
Several wall chargers and sol,it panels are available for 
techaiging the PSlOu's sealed re«.hargeablebattery. So-
lar panels diatge batteries by umveitmg sunlight into 
direct current. Wal chargers use power from external 
ac power lines to recharge the batteries 
Campbel Scientific otleis two adapters that fasten .into 
our PSini,i power supply, 'lhe Alt© allows the PS[00 
to power peripherals and external devices at non-
datalogger sites such as repeater stations lhe Ai05 
adaptei tncieases the number >H I- V and ground 
terminals available on the PSinO lhe A10u and A105 




BPALK 1: v. ? ; »hr ••!!• alms- F'.kI. 
PS100 12\ Sur>M» *i!h>:$. <!•);» ;t R-kji.-K 
Adapters for the PSI 00 
A100 Hul V.-f.k-m -VihpMi 
A10S i:v'Vri,s->IE.|}.i!ii.;'i A-h r^ 
Wall Chargers for PS 100 
• -i *»h( 
95»1 ftakCbw f" ;*Cwspwt 
22110 -Ail "i- v y t K: \ v.- 1 2 Ji C-MrpH 1 k * t i 
14014 »j»1 >."<'.>•• f If. vJt CuspA •'<> re- X4 vs.: 4* t -5 Hi 
V; V^ r* ."ho f . ertfer. • !>*tc-A i 
22111 AiS :hi'.H IS vtte -«j>f«r. 5> t « > • 4" t • '-1 Hs 
.r-put fvr V'J :^: . 
V- vi'tsvn,•>, t 
Power Cable Options for 14014 0122111 {ehooMS or>#) 
-NC No Pawm Cibie 
-use us aw* 
-BMC >:Fmt- '-.<t 
UKC :>•'. vH lAN-v 
-AUC ,„•,!,;... 
-OK ChmaCsite 
Solar Panels for PS100 
SPIO K A -Mti-.:,"*: -i 
$PIO-PW i-:>»s.--*f0>:-M!h:.'P • 
» » :• A S/-«i P.iswl 'Ml 20ftC>Me 
SP20-PW ,V' -: ,t • we! -«lh 20 hobW for pr«-*it«i «ndo*«»e 
Specifications* 
BPALK Aika&te Battery Pack 
Nominal Rating: ' ' A1- % 1 
- .VUl [. I 






mounts and connectors!: " ' x . - * 1 
i -
Operating Temperature: s ' » 
P<lix> Rt\Lv\*t\ihk Pwet $upplv Output Voltage; '.' . : ' 
Nominal Capacity. 
Input Voltage 
(CH6 terminals}: 1S to 2B VDC or 18 VWC RMS 
f . 
Battery Connections 
Charging Output Voltage: " , 
i* 1 r * > 
Temperature 
Compensation Range: t» • - • 
Ma*.Charging Current: " \ >.• 
t t, . 
Power Out (+12 terminals) 
Voltage: U ••}>'• 1 
Temperature 
Current Limited with 
3 A Thermal Fuse: a „ . 
: ' A • v • s 
Weight: • - • t . 
Dimensions (including mounts and connectors) 
Height 4 1 £ „•),. 
Width: "•<- 1. 
Depth: , ' ~ « -1 
** ry 
"information about aikatating power ti is included in our Power Supplf Oveniew bra-hare and Power Supplf app'.ke.tscm note. Brochures 
andapptkasiw nates art avmUhkjrotn: mvjcampbeliscixam 
2:1a 
Campbell Scientific. Inc. 81SWI800N Legan.Mtth84J2t.t784 <48>7SMJ42 w»w«mpb«-llsci.com c»naet icSrtft -1: 
us* *istmu» canms* -xiTtnct iwu* >««»a *mM*m southihsk» swis f-xta '.".••2 
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Solar Panels 
SP5-Series, SPIO-Series, SP20-Series, SP70-L, 18529 
CAMPBELL 
SCIENTIFIC 
Solar panels are photovoltaic power sources capable of 
recharging batteries, lhe minimum battery size and 
solar panel output required depends on 1) the average 
current drain ot" the system, 2> the maximum time the 
batten.' must supply power to the system without being 
charged, and the location ol the site, If you need 
assistance in selecting a solar panel, refer to our Power 
Supply brochure, application note,or contact a Camp-
bell Scientific Applications Engineer, 
Solat panel characteristics assume 1 kW mrJ illumina-
tion and 25C'C solar panel temperature, Individual 
panels may vary up to 10%. 'lhe output panel voltage 
increases as the panel temperature decreases. All solar 
panels are shipped with hardware* for mounting to a 
tripod or tower. 
I . II t 
1 * ; 
SPS-Series 5-Watt Solar Panels 
lhe SP.Wries solar panels are intended only* for 
t. R2iX.»i.\i-series applications that have minimal 
power requirements 'Ihese solar panels provide: 
. 5-W maximum peak power and 17.1-Vatpeak 
• Dimensions of 9.5-in. x IG-tn. v I-in 
{24,1-cm x25.4-an x 2,5-cm) 
• Height of 2 lbs (0,91%') 
lhe difference between the models is their cable: 
. SPS 5 W Solar Panel lor KNC2iK)-cable has a ?-ft 
length and is fitted with a connector that mates 
with the F.NC200 enclosure's powei connector 
. SP5-L 5 W Solar Panel—cable has a user-spec iticd 
length and terminates in pigtails that attach to the 
terminal strip of a CR2i K><;XW>ries datalogger 
SPIO-Series 10-Watt Solar Panels 
The SP)0-series solar panels source sufficient current 
for many system configurations at most tropical to 
temperate latitudes. These solar panels provide: 
« m-W maximum peak power. »»-W guaranteed 
minimum power, 0.5^-A current at peak, and 
1 txts-V voltage at peak 
« Dimensions of In 5-m x in o-uv x 0.9-in. 
(4l.o-cm x 2<> »-cm x 2 3-cm) 
Wo M-ifc; S.-.',;: 
. Recharges the sealed u-chargeable battery of the 
PS10G, BPI2 (requires CHlOn), RP24 (requires 
CH100). CR3WO, <;R50uo, <!Ct or CR9000X 
«Includes a 20-ft cable with stripped and tinned 
leads that connect to the PS I (Hi, ( H loo. or battery 
base of the L R3u00. CR50t in, (.' R", 01 ( R<J»niX 
* Weighs 4.6 lbs (2.1 kg) 
. . \ . <'"1. V,* i \i' 
• Same as the SPio except its 2«-tt cable tet inmates 
in a conneUor that attaches u> a prewiusl enclosure 
s,'*' !' ^ • • ; ,>: : s 1: • , , 
• Contains an oil-board icgulatoi 
• Revhargcs a user-supplied dup-vvde RV battery 
. Indudesa 2o-rt cable with stripped and tmncvl leads 
that ccinnect to a tisei-supphed deep-*, vole battery 
» Draws a continuous 2 m.A uirtent drain 
• Weighs h ti lbs i u kg> 
•t ; ">•; s , : ENC 
. Same as (he sPluR except it's 20-tt ,.able is 
fitted with a connector that attaches to a pre-
wired enclosure 
'Mounting hardware eomifts if a Mnmttugbrxke:. V-Mts,r.uts, .;n,i woslxrs. The 1 ~4»2 V-lvlt n included mth «!! i?/ the solar pes neh. This 
U-Mt provides a 2J2S-inch {539$ cm) space between the V-lvtt kp, nine): ,;>7e*-s the so.'* pay! to be mounted to a 0.7>4>xh to iS-indt IPS 
pipe (t-iivh to 2-tKh outer diameter). Vie meuntv-.g h#Jwa>e£v lhe SP't>-L s<.<:> path* include lhe / 7m V-bails, which are used so 
attxh the sctarpanel to a tower's tegs. The I ~44t> p;o\-uies a !5-itic!t iXS-ot;1 sp.tcc between the u-belt legs. 
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SP20-Series 20-Watt Solar Panels 
'l ite SP2G-series solar panels are often used for system 
configurations that have higher than average power 
requirements (see our Power Supply Application Note 
to calculate your system's power requirements). 
Vi*h '-II.J..' power 
t > " < | ' . < « f » . i r . . ; i t » t b * 




Ihe SP20-series Hilar panels provide: 
• 20-W maximum peak powei, 18-W guaranteed 
minimum peak power. J 14-A current at peak, 
and lt>.s-V voltage at peak 
• Dimensions of lo,7-in x lno-in x2-in. 
(50,0-cm x 42,2-cm x 5 J -cm) 
Si'| I M - I S.v," 
• Recharges the sealed rechargeable battery of the 
PS100. BP12 (requires the CH100), RP24 (requires 
the CH100), CR3O0O, CR5OO0, L R~ or CRO00X 
. Includes a 20-ft cable with stripped and tinned 
leads that connects to the PS 100, CH 100. or battery 
base oftheCRJOOO. CR5000. CR7,or CR900QX 
. Weighs 9.6 lbs (4.4 kg) 
S,"-Ji '-/'W* Jm-I',,;;; H, ,'•„• „ y> j'V • \< 
• Same as Ihe SP2u except its 2i)-ft cable terminates in 
a connecloi that attaches to a prewued enclosure 
V"_'i H /Vt :;<.:' ' U'.r; s •.,.> ,",;,•„. 
»Contains an on-board regulator 
• Recharges a usei-supplied deep-cyde RV battery 
• I ncludesa 2»-ft cable with stripped and tinned leads 
that connect to the user-supplied deep-cvcle battery 
• Draws a continuous 2 mA current drain 
. Weighs 13,6 lbs {6.2 kg) 
yJ'J •!< I H ,;,t .„• b „v v . • ;•>• 
« Same as the SP2uR except it's 20-ft table teiminates 
in a coiiiks.tor that attaches to a prewired enclosuie 
SP70-L 70-Watt Solar Panel 
'Ihe SP70-L solar panel is used in CO, Bowen Ratio, 
CO, l-ddy Covanance, or other systems that require 
high-power solar panels. 'Ihis solar panel must be 
connected to a 18529 Mornmgstar SunSaver Regulator 
isee below). Ihe SP~0 solar panel provides: 
• "0-W peak power, oo ?-W guaranteed minimum 
peak power, 4.1-A current at peak, and 1" 1 -V 
voltage at peak 
• 140-W peak power when two SP70 solar panels 
are connected to one )8?2«i regulator 
• User-specified cable length; a 20-tf length is typi-
cal; maximum length is 50 n. 
• Two cable termination options. With the -FT 
option, the cable terminates in stripped and tinned 
leads for direct connection to the 12^ regulator. 
With the -PW option, the cable is fitted with a 
connector that attaches to a prewired enclosure. 
• Dimensions of 4~.o-m. x 21.1-in x2-m. 
t )2(W-cm x 53."-cm x 5-cmi 
. Weight of I " 0 lbs |7.7 kg! 
18529 Morningstar SunSaver Regulator 
'Ihe 1 is required when using an SP70-1. 70-W 
solar panel Ihis regulator must be housed m an 
environmental enclosure; hardware for mounting lo 
an enclosure backplate is included Please note that 
it draws a continuous current of >•< to 10 mA. The 
1S520 Mornmgstar SunSaver Regulator provides: 
• 15-ft cable for connecting it to the battery 
. Dimensions of o.n-in x 2 lx-m. x 1.32-tn, 
15.2-cm x 5.5-cm x 3.4-cm) 
• Operating temperature range of -40° to +85®C 
ft „ r or. .. i . '•> ! »*.|uL:t- T which 
>i i- ?.. to th* v •hvq.- >!-k- S,tl>.;v rhir. r^tw-f n.ua h® 
' i . j ;iri .?!">•.•:•; iirii-..>nc' 
€«ntpbelSciefntfic Inc. 
V I * J W S T R M J * 
8I5W I BOON 
C A W A t A 
Utah 84321-
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RavenXT-Series 
Sierra Wireless Airlink Digital Cellular Modems 
CAMPBELL 
SCIENTIFIC 
The RavenXT-series modems are full-duplex devices 
that transmit data to lhe local cellular lower. A P<_ 
retrieves the data from the cellular tower via the 
Internet". Internet communications provide taster 
communication rates and eliminate dialing delavs 
and long distance fees. 
The following modems are otie red: 
» RavenXTV—Code Division Multiple Access 
(CDMA) modem configured for Verizon networks 
. RawnXTG—General Packet Radio Service 
(GPRS) modem configured for AT&T networks 
Features 
• Eliminates the dialing delays and long distance 
fees that land-line phone modems experience 
«Alows simultaneous communications with 
multiple dataloggers in the network 
. Housed in a rugged aluminum case 
. Operates over a wide operating temperature 
range (see specifications) 
Cellular Coverage 
Before purchasing a digital cellular modem, ensure 
that there is a < DMA or GPRS network with cover-
age at the datalogger site. For the RavenXTV, you'll 
need to contact Verizon and ask them about coverage. 
For the RavenXTG. a coverage map is available at: 
Typical System* 
l-:>a >.*i Jv-r S nt'wa' H 
Base Station 
•X'M. i -..'^ f'F. vr.vyk 
1 !-! •:!>:>: .si; t • iMi.) 
f-. 
t; v -r hi '-rn-t 
i < 
' i • 
%„/ 
Datalogger Site 
<TneSamiXTV uses ixKTT/SX'DO to eommmkatewer the Internet. item atsa me B-95 to eammunkateonrr smdani telephone lines. 
Contact Campbell Scientific for spte/n requirements ifusing !S-9$. 
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Establishing Cellular Service 
Call Verizon at 1-8XK-3M4-I7r5 and set up an account. 
When setting up the account, you will need the F.8N 
nuinlvr, which is listed on Ihe modem's label. To use 
IxRTTT.YDO, you should ask for the Broadband 
Plan, and either a static or a dynamic IP account. A 
static IP account eliminates the need for a third party 
Dynamic Domain Name System iDDNS) such as 11* 
manager. "Ihe DDKS translates the domain name to a 
dynamic IP address so that the modem can be con-
tacted as if it had a static IP address. 
; " A ,*<J 
Call AT&T at 1-800-.CM-OSUO and ask for an un-
restricted data account for a CPRS modem. Kither 
a static IP account or a dynamic IP account needs 
to be established. After the account has been set up, 
mobile termination needs to be configured onto the 
account to make the modem accessible through the 
Internet. Ihis is done by adding an l2gold APN1 or 
custom APN5 to the account. A data account with 
an l2gold APN will have a Static IP address 
After establishing service, AT&T will provide a SIMM 
card for each modem. In some cases, the SIMM card 
can be picked up at the local AT&T store. 
Datalogger Site Equipment 
'ihe RavenXTY and RavenXTt J are shipped with a power 
cable, out Resource CD, and a CD containing the Airhnk 
software and the Airhnk manual. "Ihe modems are con-
figured using the following software: 
• Airlink AceManager software—activates the 
modem and configures the generic parameters 
of the modem, 
« Campbell Scientific's Raven CDMA Tem-
plate (RavenXTV) or Raven GPRS Template 
(RavenXTG)—used with Airlink AceManager 
software to configure the modem. The template 
sets up the Raven serial interface, which is specific 
to Campbel Scientific systems. 'Ihe Raven CDMA 
Template and Raven GPRS Template are available, 
at no charge, from: www.csmpb8lsci.com/dovrfnloads 
Network connection information can K viewed using 
the Airlink AceManger or Airlink AceYiew software 
Diitalpgger Connections 
All of our contemporary and many of our retired data-
loggers are compatible. Ihe datalogger connects with 
the modem using one of the following devices; 
• 1866$ Null Modem Cable—connects the modem 
directly to the dataloggers RS-232 port. Ihis cable 
is the only option available for connecting the 
modem to a ( R20CKX)-series datalogger. 
• SCI05 DCK Interface—connects the modem to 
the dataloggers CS I t) port via an $C 12 cable. 
Ihe S< :i(i5 is recommended for P a k B u s ' data-
loggers when the RS-232 port is unavailable. 
• SC932A DCE Interlace—connects the modem 
to the datalogger's CS lO port via an SC 12 cable. 
'Ihe SC's>32A is recommended for mixed-array 
dataloggers when the RS-232 port is unavailable. 
SC9 
-j. v > I . 
it i if 
j* t» | - 1 i <-
A power cable included with the modem connects 
to Ihe datalogger's 12 V or switched 12 Y terminal. 
Connection to the switched 12 V terminal allows the 
datalogger <o switch power to the modem during 
scheduled transmission intervals, thereby conserving 
power. When using the switched 12 V terminal, the 
modem can be powered with a BP 12 batterv, CH WO 
regulator, and sPlO solar panel. For help on analyzing 
your system's power requirements, refer to our Power 
Supply product brochure or application note. 
'At one tune, feature code GS21 »«$ wed instead of the 12gotd APS. Feature code C$21 has been discontinued, and at! HavettXTCs medcither 
an S2goui APS' or custom APN. 
:A custom APN may offer more efficient routitig ami better settmtyfor ceilukrphcne networks. U •taktfem to six weeks for AT&T to 
<k\vkp a custom APN and cost about $2>0.00. 
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Antennas 
A choice of four antennas is offered for the modems. 
Contact an Applications Lngineer for help in deter-
mining the best antenna for your application. 
. 21831 0 dRd. Wave Dipole Whip A n t e n n a -
supports the 800 MHz band. It is intended for 
locations that have strong cellular coverage, 'Hits 
antenna attaches directly to the modem's SMA 
connector and must reside in an environmen-
tal enclosure or building. It has an articulating 
knuckle iomt that can be oriented vertically or at 
right angles, 
• 18285 I dRd, Omnidirect ional Antenna—covers 
both the 800 MHz and 1» C.Hz bands. It includes 
a mounting bracket for attaching the antenna to a 
crossarm. tripod, tower, or pole. Connection to the 
modem requires an antenna cable i.hv »igh! column). 
. 2 0 6 7 9 800 M H z / 0 dRd and 1.9 G H z ; 3 dBd 
Omnidirect ional Antenna— inc ludes a mounting 
bracket for attaching the antenna to a ciossarm, 
tripod, tower, or pole. Connection to the modem 
requires an antenna cable ihv right icluntn). 
• 10530 9 d B d . Yagi A n t e n n a — s u p p o r t s the 
SCO MHz band and is intended for sites near the 
edge of the cellular coverage. It includes a bracket 
for attachment to a mast or pole (outer diameter 
of up to 1.5" (3 H cm) S. Some sites may require 
the CM230 mount (see AmJHsm/'.V An$L- Mount-
ing Kit). Connection to the modem requires an 
antenna cable {iee,»ight column) 
t i -o•*<r -f i 'T • 'J* 
k i i I ~t» J . , i * .mi. 
C O A X N T N - l 
i i f 11 * 1 *1 ' t lightning should u « the 
1 ' * f < i - ' 5 i rotsctor kit 
Typlcallv, a 21847 or COAXSMA-L cable is used with 
a 18285.20t»"X oi 10530 antenna. Both of these cables 
have a tvpe N male connecloi on the antenna end and 
an SMA connector on the transceiver end They differ 
in their length: 
. 21847 Antenna Cable with 12-ft Length 
• COAXSMA-L Antenna Cable with User-specified 
Leng th—en te r cable length, in feet, after the L 
Length should not exceed 20 ft (6 m) . 
Use the following when the modem is in an environ-
ment susceptible to lightning or electrostatic buildup: 
• C O A X N T N - L antenna cable with type N male to 
type N male connectors (requires l«533i— specify 
length, in feet, aftei the L. ( able luigths longer 
than 20 ft will weaken the signal strength. 
» 19533 Antenna Surge Protector Kit— includes 
oneCOAXsMA-l.1.5 cable. A c'OAXNTN-L 
cable is required {see above). 
The c M23o Adiustable Angle Mounting Kit allows 
lhe 10530 Yagi antenna to be aimed at the service 
provider's antenna 
An KMC 12T4, LN'( If So, or I-.Ni Its 18 environ-
mental enclosure can house the modem, datalogger, 
and power supply The modem is secured to the 
enclosure's backplate via the 143^4 Mounting Bracket. 
Base Station Requirements 
• PC running PClOOor LoggerNet Datalogger 
Support Software, 
• Access to the Internet, 
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Specifications 
R a v e n X T V RavenXTG 
Technology CDMA t xRTT, EVDO Rev, A, CDMA IS-9S, 
dual band 
GPRS iMS-l 2), quad band 
Bands Dual band; 800 MHz Cellular, 
1900MHz PCS 
Quad band: 850/1900 MHz; 
900/1800 MHz 
Transmit Frequency 1850 to 1910 MHz and 824 to 849 MHz 850/1900 MHz: 824 to 849 MHz; 
1850 to 1910 MHz 
900/1800 MHz: 890 to 915 MHz; 
1710 to 1785 MHz 
Transmit Power I.OWfor 1900 MHz, OA W for 8S0 MHz 1OW for 1900 MHz, 0,8 W for 850 MHz 
Receiver Frequency 1930 to 1990 MHz and 869 to 894 MHz 850/1900 MHz: 869 to 894 MHz; 
1930 to 1990 MHz 
900/1800 MHz: 935 to 960 MHz; 
1805 to 1880 MHz 
COMA or GPRS Throughput up to 80 kbps (CDMA) up to 70 kbps (GPRS) 
RS-232 Data Rates 1200 bps to11S 2 kbps 1200 bps to 115,2 kbps 
Serial Interface RS-232, D69-F RS-232, DB9-F 
Serial Protocols AT Commands, PPP, SUP, UDP/IP, TCP/IP AT Commands, PPP, SUP, UDPJCP 
RF Antenna Connector SOOhmSMA 50 Ohm SMA 
Input Current Rang* SO to 2SO mA 40 to 250 mA 
Typical Current Drain (at 12 Vdc) 50 mA dormant {idle for 10 to 20 seconds), 
120 mA transmit/receive 
50 mA dormant {idle for 10 to 20 seconds), 
120 mA transmit/receive 
Input Voltage Range 6 to 28 Vtk 6 to 28 Vdc 
Operat ing Temperature Range •30MO+7CX -3Pto+65T 
Operating Humidity Rang* S% to 95% RH non-condensing 5%to95% RH non-condensing 
Status LED* Power, Network, Signal, Activity Pov;er, Network, Signal, Activity 
Dimensions 3"Wx I ' D * 4*Li7.6x 2.S x 10 cm) 3'Wx I'D*4*1 {7 6x 25 x 10cm) 
Weight <t lbs (<0,S kg) «1 lbs (<05 kg) 
Oraptell SeientiSe.Inc 8I5WI800N Logan, Utah 84J21-!?84 i435< 751-2342 www.oniptwtsd.awn 





CM110, CM115, CIV1120 (§) .IVc 
Lightweight instrumentation Tripods 
Campbel Scientific s (.Ml lo, ( Ml i 5, and ( M120 
tripods are cor rosto n -resi•>!,inI, st a i nloss steel instru-
ment mounts that support the attachment of sensors, 
mounts, solar panels, and environmental enclosures 
Measurement heights ate 10 feet t3 mi for the ('.Ml 10, 
I? teet (4 c> ni) lor the (.Ml 15. and 20 feet t> 1 ml 
for the (" M120 Tripods include W-resistant cable 
ties, grounding kit, and six spikes for the tripod feet 
(.. K! 115 and (.Ml2o tripods also include a guy kit, 
which is an option foi the (, Ml 10 
Features 
. Tilt-down mast for better access to the sensors 
«Mounting provided tor multiple enclosures 
»Individually adjustable legs that allow installation 
over uneven terrain 
"lhe< Mlio.t Ml 13. and ( Ml 20 are used as friable 
instrument mounts in a variety of applications For 
meteorological applications, tripods augmented with 
mounts support the attachment of sensois sue h as wind 
sets, pyranometers, and temperature lelative liumid-
itv probes Barometers, soil temperature and moistute 
probes, and rain gages are 
also used with tripod-based 
weather stations. Fornon-
meteorological applicat » MIS, 
tripods can provide a 
portable instmment 
mount lor enclosures and 
a mounting point toi antennas 
.! V.' I >r ' ! • '!( •'»>>!*• I* ! > I ' t>1 t -
•'i: 0 Tl • e , " i " i . *r • <. • , * V . t 
i ' I \ {, " • > ' • , , I , t f h 
Thecf/i!10t0-foottf!podstiow » » i ial<ju>*u> rtx?<V . * , • V >,«• • > v, - »«• I f 
guy kit ii shipped w ith the CM 11 ' 
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Guy Duckbill Anchor Kits 
Two duckbill anchor kits are uttered for securing the 
guy wires (see Ordering Information!. Duckbill an-
chors are not required to use the guy wire kits. With-
out them, the guy wires are run from the mast to the 
feet of the tripod. Duckbill anchors are recommended 
for areas subjected to higher winds '[hey allow the guy 
wires to be anchored at points beyond the feet, thereby 
increasing the rating of the tripod for higher winds. 
Hie 19282 Guy Duckbill Standard Anchor Kit is for stan-
dard soils. Ihe 25699 Guy Duckbill Heavy Duty Anchor 
Kit is for aggressive soils. Aggressive soils have: 
. Resistivity of less than 3000 ohm-cm 
* pH of less than 5 
«Chloride of greater than 1000 ppm 
• Sulfate of greater than 500 ppm 
• Poor aeration 
Specifications 












Vertical Load Limit: 
Number of Mast Sections: 
<, tt i . 
•. rt 11" 












I x 15x145 cm} 
.i l 
i M ' . Ml IS), 
ft ! 4r)). 
1-. II 0 5ri> 
I4-. :> .4 } n»-
n ;:ri -4 1 r»-
i'v. fti:- 5 m. 
1 v -r> "4 ;m) 
; --- a>.4 45cm) 
Ordering Information (see note 1) 
Tripods 
CM 110 ',X Xf i '! .I'M- S-. -
CM1IS ... : ' 3 V 
CM120 
Accessories 
19192 |T < -e-.jrt <•- .; i, A 
i • .r * v »* V 
19241 "'I • 
t,*> ; t 
" 'i ( 
: f , 
\ on * * tl- »• " , IK. ! -. ,1 ' 
O 11 .. 
-? - ...i 
19282 
! t (> 
Is 'V i 
ii, 
if.. 
f t v 
k t r<. i-
s " M. 
. s --- S 1 A 
>t l" • 
25699 .5-i ^  ° 
Ii1"'"' f f. -
11 ., Or,* J •K>t - •> II 
"itlni; I^T hr.>» ,!, i,•,.-!! 
,<t t v e n c : * 
.ifi r-r- ; jro'.L. •> 
?•' *n. . j r-«vt 
Mounting Hole in 
Tripod Foot: 




C "5 a. -i,•>!.•. 
Us'-JM-IH i-."..i(... 









" i, 1 
9J 
11 
i I,, .t' 
* * f t i (> J t' ' 
Sum .... ' i -
4. _"•«., >i, I i' v-
>, it. i* <• 
•, :Jf i : 
; > -n; •> i 
Ai ; .t 
" r 'i ,.it> -tt 
' ins ; i • " " ' 
Saks: 
1. See the "bxstrumcnta'lcn Mounts' brochure prctossatrn, solar radiation mounts, and mdiatson shield options. 
2. Tne 19241 extension kit is not recommended for the CMS 20. Customers who require measurement heights greater than 20ft should 
•ax a VTM) fonvr. 
A Trie Wind load Recommendations for the CSi 15 and CSi 20 assume the guy wire anchors are «fcV to hold a! least 400 iff (728 kgfi. 
CimpbellSdwtifK.inc 815 W I WON Logan, U«»hM»l-t784 <43S>753-23«2 
US* WSTRIO* t « « 3 L C i N i l S * T K T * t i c * t N S U H C r««»at 
:tof i: o 
C»T!0»lJs*rafc »: 
f- fta o 
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253 and 257 • M M ^ M i V • ^ P H b • M B Mr 
Soil Water Potential Sensors 
F^ ESH EE Ina^ M* 
SCIENTIFIC 
'Hie 2531 and 257J soil moisture Mocks provide a 
convenient method of estimating soil water potential 
between 0 and -2 bars (typically wetter or irrigated 
soils). If agricultural practices allow, these soil mois-
ture blocks can be left in the soil all year—eliminating 
the need to remove the sensor during fallow periods. 
The 253 and 257 are essentially the same, except the 
257 contains a blocking capacitor, The blocking capac-
itor alows the 257 to connect directly to our datalog-
gers. The 25? needs to be connected to an AM 16/32-
series multiplexer. It is intended for applications 
where a larger number of points will be monitored. 
Construction 
The 253 and 257 consist of two concentric electrodes 
embedded in a reference matrix material. The matrix 
material is surrounded by a synthetic membrane for 
protection against deterioration. An internal gypsum 
tablet buffers against the salinity levels found in ir-
rigated soils. The cable jacket is made of Santoprene 
rubber, which is resistant to temperature extremes, 
water, and UV degradation. 
Operation 
When the amount of water in the soil surrounding 
the sensor changes, a difference in water potential 
between the soil and the sensor material is estab-
lished. This gradient in potential causes a water 
flux between the two materials. For example, an 
irrigation or precipitation event results in move-
ment of soil water into the 253 or 257 until equilib-
rium in water potential between the sensor and the 
soil occurs. An increase in the amount of water in 
the sensor reduces the electrical resistance between 
the sensor electrodes. 
T h e data logger measu res the resis tance be tween 
electrodes , and then conver t s the res is tance mea-
surement to soil water po ten t ia l by using cal ibra-
t ion values supplied wi th the sensor. 
! i ' Ii! < 
•CampbeX Scientific* 253 is the Vtotematk 200 modified for use with ourmulfipkxets. 
*Campbe£ $eknt;fia 2>?isthe mtemark m modgedpr use with ctr dataloggers. 
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Ordering Information 
Soil Matric Potential 8lotk 
2SJ-1 *rn rkSiil >.'•.'! : = v-sf j! fs!-:Mc.r vtf;r>!.-.»' 
'„'.« tr-tt''-r ve *• 5 -L 
<1 1 U-I>T Ii>- h::.!; t< •>«•) psr -
257-t >', .>-m. «k Sf-i! y.<u ' ';-.-nt..ii ft!- --( th b!.~ -bit,;; v 
CabteTermination Options for the 257-t schoose one) 
-PT -'4 m,r.«i»- ir. .•••«; it.'nv :i !•> 
•JPW '.ab'-teiniiiut.'! ma xw.i.-' ':•> '<»:.', ^ vsi? r-> .i 
Completion Resistor for the 2S3-L 
3041 • : >-.:, TI 0 V S.- I J I , ,•••<• 
Specifications 
Range: *> t • f • 50 kf'a) 
Dimensions 
length: . - m] 





t i ' i < t 
- 1 , . 
j < i. r 
"> hi" 
•Is] > f.»s 
81$ W. I800N. togan, Utah 8432M784 ; USA (435> "53-2342 www.campbelKi.com 
Australia Biaztl Canada England Ff«n« Germany South Africa Sp»iri USA [h#>dquit«rs! 
ccpynjmettS SCO® 
cairpcai sewntm:, ire. 
P r i » t t < l A u 9 i i « 2 ( » s 
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Asphalt TV, 
Strain Gage ASG-152 
ROUP 
Price 
Cal for pricing. 
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I R D D Y N A X ® 
I RD DYNAX* Axle Sensor 
Restive sensor specials y devjned to operate 
independent of speed 10 traffic 
and SebaSe 
Cart tie permanently tfaiitetf es»x* »f> a s.a**ty! 
« a»>hait of concrete vjrUces of fseta m eiace by 
>ock«5 barj. in a treadle frame 
Semor replacement s^ ftif.cantty feduc« ?raf« 
cofttro! and rcAd ctoSure expenie* 
I RD DYNAX* Treadles 
Art dot! fOf toll 
Av&lsWe <n a v«?i«y ot models, mcljd.ng iirygie. 
t*e, three and foys senior models 
Can be fet'ost «{s excSTrf^  frames. or tu£Oi<ed wth 
tames tar n«sw mst*l8tion& 
Sensor» are I'xlfvxJuaOf replaceable, mi^irnrfing 
downtime snd treadie replacement ex pendente* 
Speed 
independent 





Class 1 for 
Weigh-in-Motion; 




M S I (Measurement Specialties Inc.) 
Trvs MSI BL lefYiot i' yftcue fM dewjn rei..ts in a 
more accurate COuft Sy rsJcCI^ ; read rv»a« ar.<J 
tedjorvj "^ hest axles.* 
Ccn-it-uctea w&h proven csmpcnerrfss and asserrsbSed 
in * urnsue May to mpiMs i£>ngey.ty arts} urutyrmltr 
itte£ sernor d^ efot good to 
the epaty arid protection cf the seraor 
Ava>:&&ie a var <et> of i*n*sr ieftf.bi 
Thermocoax Inc. 
S&eoa>"!y dev^ned fcr ifweut.rfto** <r> rhsn or 
resn?0f05<3 pavements >»n««ede<rper excayatieft.s. a 
ptWjlero 
Seady iijrvti o»er thecomcjete axie 
Proven sefHor technology independently test «S by 
WW* 
IRD aits ttockirsjK! tvbe fssd dm} ar.3 otters 3 -:<-.rtf l.?tc Jrrjf or tsjd a 
•fjxune't ar.ij ir,-,„ts; fit irntansttort 
wvvvv.irdinc.com r,-» 
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DI-785 rad m~U Haatlwsat Maraud 
2. Specifications 
Analog Inputs 
Kuisbtr of Ctsaafh: 
Ciscwl C«a£r.as:;oa; 
IcptE lE^ p^dssce: 
Icput offset volage 
C3utx*!-to-C2uix«l zrw.xXt trtoim: 
ChnxeI-»-C asixel I$ojinoa 
Ijcput-to-Output IsoUsqd. 
Ofcet coefficient: 






32 conSjsired for kjks! ictakzxti xpats, crJnplrsed 
Dtf,by jiraa: c&cdirioiaj! KOdute 
Deixei by -Jsni cocinoaiag modcli 
by iijsil cocitiesjaf mwhtk 
u 5 2vkKs =.a:aple ttioutip'o: tate 
500V 
1000V 
*10 ?rV. 'C. plus s:saa! ccsiicosajg ae«d-,3te 
by S»ku". cotinca:aj cxofcte 
?eik. •.•alley, jveisz* 
Defxei by tissjC 
Xoie Xo;«>7 smpjffr uvd-.te support - but a.'.' upper' = 
cr trine:;npus. 
of £i2 Kalerasge. >iV 
l?inB« :E4 ; 14-^ t) 
-s, 3 iofbvsie «lecs»*l« j*r caatntl 
«1.5*C pla$ dpaC, cotiiocssiaf cwi&le: IC-amie wwawip; sell «Sr, 




Saraple Rate Accuracy 
Sssipte Rat® tircjif Rewhrcoa 
Ik® gral Lir^ sntj" En at. 
yjasmwx. Coaveiuot Time; 
14-bit 
50 PPM 




Miaxxux sasipl« tfiroaffcput: 
Mixxxus. scis list size; 
$ Maple buffer sise: 
Siafto Unit. iSC.OCCKz 
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Server Type. DHC?or?:»dI? 
5H ia • 47D * tSK cm.) 
AC lis* 
to :64 VAC rs&i 
IJA;.> 115 VAC 
5 SA.i I3&VAC 
4" to « Hz 
4 
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— ~ T-53 
DISB38-02 ASG-152 DKB18-02 ASG-1S2 
| t-rr, „ V-8 
DISB3M2 ASG-152 
tmmm, v^if X^iS1 
DI5B38-02 ASG-152 
VMS ^  
DI5B3S-02 ASG-152 DISB38-02 ASG-152 
f 
D15B3S-02 ASG-152 
j.twtwa. M  *  • 
DI5B3S-02 ASG-152 
DI5B3S-02 ASG-152 03 
V-J 
DI5B3S-02 ASG-152 
1 V-" I Wim «NK * 
DI5B41-0? IRD Ajcte 
AS1 
DI5B41-07 IRD Axle 
AS2 MMK 
DISB41-07 IRD Axte 







DI5B3&-07 Geokoa DI5B38-07 Geokoa 
r ^  0934-53 
DI5B3S-07 Geokoa DISB32-07 Geckos 
n'xnwi. .,0919538 
DI5B3S07 Geokoa 
- Cl^sP HUM am 
»m»*. am 
**JM*. W  





Channel Assignments for DI-785 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a m ; I'll:tall Wi r ing D l a m a m 
Channel Sensor Fin Location DCNC. Wire Mew 11! tit*.' hack ol the Icmalr 50 pin. 
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8 Sianal- Whit,. 
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Runs 7 and 8 radial distances for sensors. 
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